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"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them.
I .
Washington 110131111-Up 1O Million
agel=rittie
By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
Washington Correspondent
Will FDA, Jr. Turn Up As
Dark Horse Vice Presdent
Said a top Johnson man,
The Presdent would be
heartbro,ten if he won the
presidency without the South."
For this reason there is fear
that the President will listen
to the South's plea to dump
Hubert Humphrey, a man who
holds and expounds views too
liberal, and therefore too
alien to the South.
At this writing, a week away
(tom the "moment of truth,"
for the party. Humphrey and
his staff are a very nervous








CHICAGO, ILL. —• Plans to
be discussed during the annual '
session of the National Bap-
tist Convention, U.S.A., Inc.
which has been set for Sept.
8-13 in Detroit, Mich.
The proposal has been re-
!commended by the president
1, of the convention, Dr. J. H.
Jackson of Chicago and has
seginewineenatinenemeintgenaimititenlititilltiltiele1111911100111illeelleallailltillalliall,received the approval of the
board of directors, according
to a news report.
The Foundation would be
aimed at "helping to guaran-
tee religious education for the
youth of the land for the pre-
sent and future." said the re-
port, sent from the Conven-
tion's office at 3101 S. Park-
way Ave., in Chicago.
Twenty .thousand delegates
and visitors are expected to
attend the convention.
Dr. W. R. Matthews, Sr.;
general entertainment chair-
man of the 84th annual ses-
sion said all sessions will be
held in the Cobo Hall at Jef-
ferson and Washington Blvds.
He estimated that 8,000 are
expected to attend the pre-
convention musical set for the
Cobo Arena, Tuesday, Sept.
8 at 8 P.M. Rev. Roy A. Allen
is chairman.
Detroit's Mayor Jerome
Cavanaugh and Gov. Romney
have joined forces with the
Baptists of the area in pre-
paring for the convention.
Board of Directors meeting
is set for St. Marks Baptist
church, 12'704 Woodrow Wil-
son Ave.
The Board of Directors of
the Sunday School and Bap-
tist Training Union Congress
will be held.et the New Mt.
Zion Baptist church, 2001 Elm-
hurst St.
Nearly 3,000 women are ex-
pected to be entertained at a I
reception being sponsored by '
the Michigan Bi.ptist Fellow-
ship, Wednesday, Sept. 9 at
4:30 p.m. at the Great Lakes
Auditorium, 8401 Woodward'
Ave.
and frustrated group, not
knowing who the President's
veep choice will be.
A man who looms as a dark
'horse, and whose name is still
!magic to the old-timers, and
l whose father was both a loved
and feared President, is the
;personable Undersecretary of
,Commerce Franklin D. Roose-
;welt, Jr.
Admitting he has received
calls "from all over the coun-
try" asking him to run, Sec-
retary Roosevelt says the Pres-
See WASHINGTON. Page 2
Call To Headquarters
Seas A Promotion
When Detective Rufus J.
Turner, a veteran of 16 years
with the Memphis Po/ice de-
partment, wal summoned to
Chief of Detective Charles
Young's office last Friday and
,omeone told him that he was
in line for a promotion, he
said, "No, not me," and wait-
ed to be sent out on some
,pecial detail.
But a few minutes later
Turner received his promo-
tion to lieutenant and became
the highest ranking Negro on
the Memphis police force, and
the first of the original six
officers to attain that rank.
"Naturally I am proud about
it," Turner told the Tri-State
Defender. "but I would have
been much happier if some
of the others who have worked
just as hard as I have, and
Ain e of thern harder, had
Wen promoted at the same
tithe."
Inspector E. L. Barksdale.
head of the Vice and Narcotics
squad and Turner's superior
officer since May 1, said he
recommended the officer for
the the promotion and that he
is a credit to the city and the
department.
ABORTIONISTS HELD
He gave Turner credit for
helping break up an abortion-
ist ring in North Memphis
which resulted in the arrest
of two others in another part
of the city.
"After the Len Snider ar-
rest," Turner said, "some
anonymous person clipped the
story out of the paper and
mailed it to me with two tele-
phone numbers on it. When I
checked the city and telephone
directories, I found the num-
bers belonged to two licensed
practical nurses at Crump
and had someone call
111116 check on them."
Subsequently, a police wom-
an called one of the women,
told her she was in trouble
and needed some help, and ar-
rested the nurse in her kitchen
after making an appointment.
BIGGEST CASE
Looking back on his 16 years
with the Police Department,
Turner said one of his biggest
cases was assisting in the ar-
rest of Henry Smith, who was
later convicted and is await-
ing execution for the murder
of "Kid" Duggan, a liquor
store owner and a former box-
er.
Turner was with Patrolman
RUFUS J. TURNER
Jerry D. Williams on the night
that scores of policemen were
looking for a youth suspected
in the slaying of a teenage
girl in the basement of a sup-
ermarket.
"As we were going down side
the house," Turner said, "Wil-
liams spotted Freddie Green
hiding in an old abondoned
car.
Green later confessed to
having committed the crime
and like Smith, is on Death
Row in Nashville awaiting
electrocution.
Turner won a promotion to
sergeant when that rank was
offered to patrolmen instru-
mental in catching liquor store
bandits during the administra-
tion of the late Commissioner
Joseph Boyle.
NEVER KILLED
"I have been in some tight
spots," Turner recalled, "but
I am proud of the fact that I
have never had to shoot or kill
anyone."
None of the Negro officers
have killed anyone since they
have been with the depart-
ment, although some have had
to shoot persons who later re-
covered.
A graduate of Booker T.
Washington High school, Tur-
ner served two years in the
Army during World War Il
and worked on the Canadian
Pacific railroad as a pullman
porter and on another job in
Memphis before joining the po-
Ike department in 1948.
He and Mrs. Turner are the
parents of four children, Mar-
sha Lynn, 14; Michael, 11,






— A Vice President of the
N.A,A.C.P. Judge A. T. Wal-
den of Atlanta, Ga., said here
today, "If these principles of
Moral Re-Armament were
given a chance of all-out ap-
plication today, the whole civil
rights cause would be achiev-
ed on the right basis."
The veteran Negro leader
added that Moral Re-Arma-
ment had created "the climate
of success" of the integration
program in Atlanta.
He was referring to the
visit of a Moral Re-Arma-
ment force of 20 nations to
his city in 1958 and what he
described as "the most effec-
tive work done then and since
among all sections of the
population."
Judge Walden, the first of
his race to be appointed to a
municipal judgeship in any
Southern city, was addressing
today's session of the Confer-
ence for Tomorrow's America
here.
Amplifying his comments,
he said, "If one percent of the
defense budget was allocated
to Moral Re-Armament, we
would within a generation
change the course of the world
and make it possible to save
a civilization that is worth
saving."
He called on America to be
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LEAVING FUNERAL PARLOR — Mrs. Lu-
cille H. Brewer. foster mother of the shoot-
ing victim. in white), and Mrs. Vera Ed-
wards. the youth's mother. second from
BURIAL IN NEW PARR — Youthful pall-
bearers are seen carrying the casket bearing
the body of Vernon W. Edwards to his rest-
ing place in New Park cemetery. The group
includes Cecil Lincoln, Jesse Brown. Sten-
Violence Flares Here
And Five Are Killed
After what started off to be
a non-violent month, Memphi-i
ans attempted to catch up with
last year's 35 deaths for this
time last year by killing five
persons in five days and rais-
ing the total to date to 30.
In North Memphis, Edward
tiroaden. 58, of 2212 Shannon,
,shot and killed Walter Ivory,
135, of 1657 Oakwood ave., on
ilast Wednesday night over an
.sight dollar debt., and fatally
wounded Van Fields of 2153
Clayton with a shot severing
his spinal -ord at the neck.
I Broaden, who has been
:charged with double murder,
told police that aft& Ivory
threatened him with a butch-
er knife, he began carrying a
pistol.
He was sitting on a porch
at 2522 Heard when he saw a
car being driven by Ivory
come down the street. He ran
out, flagged it down, and shot
both men.
Broaden caught a bus to po-
lice headquarters and surren-
dered.
HEARD 'WATER'
Last Friday nieht, Robert
Nelson Howell, 27. of 2567
Carnes ave. was stabbed and
"the lighthouse of the world"
and said that what was need-
ed was an advance in human
relations equal to the "jet-






I% Police Believe Youth
Killed Accidentally
right. are shown leaving services held
What appeared at first to
have been a suicide in the
A death of a 17-year-old boy
last week now has strong in-
dications of having been an
accidental death, Inspector E.
C. Swann, chief of the Homi-
cide Division of the Police De-
partment told the Tri-State
Defender early this week.
Vernon W. Edwards, 17-
year-old foster son of Mrs.
Lucille H. Brewer, elementary
school supervisor of 746 E.
Georgia, was found dead on
the afternoon of Tuesday. Aug.I
18, when she returned from
work about 4:45.
After calling police, Mrs.
Brewer told officers that be-
fore going to work that morn-
ing she had prepared break-
for fast as usual for the youth,
him last Friday at S. W. Qualls and torn- which she had reared since
pans. Hundreds of young people packed the he was three years old, and
left _it on the stove for him.building for the service.
When she left at 745 a m.,
she said she noticed that he
was still sleep.
SLUMPED BY BED
When Mrs. Brewer came
home, she told officers she
saw young Edwards sitting at
the foot of his bed with his
head slumped, and when she
got nearer saw a pistol at his
Fide and some cartridges in
between his legs. He was
dressed in pajama trousers and
. house shoes.
Homicide Lt. Fred Watson
said that the boy's foster
mother did not see the blood
on top of the youth's head
until she went over and touch-
ed him and he "felt cold."
She then ran out on the
porch and her screams at-
tracted neighbors, who then
summoned the police.
An investigation showed
that Edwards shot himself in
the right temple with the .32
calibre Smith and Wesson re-
nix Trueman. Ricky Riley. Keith Robinson
and Frederick Brooks. At right is Frank
Scott of S. W. Qualls and company. (MLR
Photo)
!then bled t. death from
wounds inflicted by Mrs. Em-
ma Louise Mitchell, 37, of
2523 Carnes, who has been
!charged with murder.
( During a drinking party at
.the women's home, police said
she got into a violent argu-
ment with the man and stabb-
ed him in the leg with a
butcher knife and hit the main
artery.
She later told officers, "I
heard something flowing, but
I thought someone had turned
en a faucet." It turned out to
be blood spewing from t he
victim's leg.
At Bank's cafe at 2056 Chel-
sea, Harry Brown of 1489 Dav-
id st. was fatally stabbed last
Sunday by James Riley, Jr.,
39, of 2095 Hunter, Apt. 5.
MAN DRUNK
Brown, who was 23. had got-
ten drunk, and refused to
leave, according to witnesses.
He reportedly took out a
pocket knife and slashed Riley,
after standing over him for a
few minutes.
Riley then took Brown's
arm and pushed it around so
as to plunge the knife into the
victim's stomach, killing him
almost instantly.
Police charged Riley with
manslaughter.
On Beale street, William
Griffin, 47, of 506 Pontotoc
was killed in a brick fight
which began over an argument
involving a dispute between
himself and William Mannery,
43. of 441 Beale and the vic-
tim's wife.
Griffin reportedly first
struck Mannery with a brick,
land was later left unconscious
in the street while Mannery




(UPI) — Trick cyclist Janos
Sipos was riding his motor-
cycle on a platform 15 feet
above the ground recently
when he fell off into the
Lion's cage.
Sipos was hauled out befcre
the lions reached him and was
hospitalized with a broken
knee. His circus advertised for
a new trick cylist.
15c
volver. The bullet angled up
and went out of the skull
over the left eye, hit the ceil-
ing and then fell to the floor
near the boy's foot.
POWDER BURNS
A heavy concentration of
powder burns about the size
of a half dollar was found on
the left temple indicating he
had been shot at extremely
close range.
Mrs. Brewer told police that
she was afraid of guns, and
that before he died last year,
her late husband had taken
the cartridges out of the pis-
tol and hid them and had
placed the weapon in a clothes
bureau in the front part of the
house. She said that she was
not aware that the boy knew
of the pistol's whereabouts.
Inspector Swann said that
his department was waiting for
a report from Dr. Felix Fran-
cisco of the ce-^”nr's office
and are now questioning a boy
and a girl who saw the vic-
tim playing with the pistol
and snapping the trigger ear-
ly on the morning that he
died. 'Mere was only one car-
tridge in the gun when it was
fired.
"There is a strong indica-
tion that it was not suicide,
as was first believed, and
that, it was accidental death,"
Insp. Swann said.
Funeral services for the
youth, who was the son of
Mrs. Vera Edwards, were held
on Friday at S. W. Qualls and
company's funeral chapel with
Father Theodore Wieser giv-
ing a brief sermon. He had
nine brothers and sisters.
Young Edwards would have
been a senior at Booker T.
Washington High school this
fall where he was a member
of the band.
Interment was in New Park
cemetery.
Pastor Of Union Baptist Church
Refutes Report Of Merger With
First Baptist Church On Beale
The pastor of Union Bap-
tist church, 208 Turley St.,
Rev. John W. West, said that
a story appearing in the Aug.
15 issue of a. weekly paper,
stating t hat "First Baptist
church at 379 Beale St. and
Union Baptist church are plan-
ning to merge," is incorrect..
Rev. West said "I am asking
for a correction."
He went on to explain "As
pastor of Union Baptist
church and I have been pastor
almost 10 years, I think I am
in position to speak." He con-
tinued:
"There has not been such
commitment or communica-
tion between the officials of
the churches. The story in the
Memphis World is absolutely
false. Union Baptist church
like all missionary Baptist
churches, is its own sovereign
power — with the wisdom and
lew Meridian Community Center
Dedicated To 3 Slain Workers
NEW YORK, N.Y. -- As a
memorial to the three slain
Civil Rights Workers, near
Philadelphia, Miss. June 21,
CORE plans to construct a
n e w community center in
Meridian, Miss., according to
a news release this week.
The center will be dedi-
cated to the memory of James
Chaney of Meridian; Andrew
Goodman and Michael
Schwerner of New York.
The new center will replace
the present CORE structure
which had been directed by
Michael Schwerner and his
wife, Rita, since last January.
Mrs. Schwerner, who has ac-
cepted a job as a CORE Field
secretary, will continue to
work in Meridian. The center
will include a day-care center,
workshop, game rooms, sew-
in:. rooms, clinic and offices.
Architects Albert Mayer,
Paul Willen and Jackie Robin-
son have agreed to sponsor
the new center. The National
Council of Churches has
promised to assist, according
to a report,
intelligence to carry on its af-
fairs without unwarranted in-
terference from anyone."
Rev. West added: "it is a
great church with unlimited
possibilities, a wonderful
group of young people, and
the best singing aggregation
in the city."
Ile said that the church has
been remodeled recently, free
of indebtness, redeemed all
of its Mortgaged properties
and has acquired rental prop-
erty next door.
Rev. West said "the congre-
gation is satisfied with its
preacher. Notwithstanding all
ministers. and pastors know
that there are those in our
memberships who would be
more satisfied if the pastors
were not there. If we pastored
only where every member of
the congregation wanted us. I
doubt that any pastor would
be pastoring at any church."
He continued: "Union Bap-
tist church is not planning to
merge with any other church.
We are not asking any church
to merge with us. However, if
the membrs at First Baptist
church wish to come and join
Union Baptist church, they
may feel free to come on."
Fad Goes Mad
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A
Greenwich designer reported
he has designed a bottomless
bathing suit for men and has
sold seven dozen of them for
$4.95 each.
The suits Paris has on dis-
play in his shop resemble
basketball shirts with long
taus. He said he has sold quite
a few to girls.
BUY MILK AND OTHER FOODS
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In a call for bi-partisan leadership and respon-
sibility, the South Suburban Human Relations Coun-
cil (SHURE) has called upon the platform commit-
1-tees of both the Republican and Democratic parties
of Illinois to include in their platforms a statement
HELP WANTED
WOMEN
With National T.V. Advertising. Need intelli-
gent Career Women. Age 28-50. Experience in
Direct Sales Field (Housewares, Cosmetics,
Books). Capable of training and supervising
others. Earn while you learn our business. If
successful we guarantee $60000 per month for
first year. For interview write P. 0. Box 311
in confidence. Tri-State Defender
Relations Council has itself en-
toyed an effective working re-
lationship with the present two-
mac staff, in our effort, to im-
prove and cab-old local leader-
ship for a better human rela-
tions climate in the south sub-
urbs
The efforts of tt.e Illinois Co7-
adman staff In the recent Dix.'
nionrWarvey incidents have
been well-documented in the
press. The spotlight of publicity
ha., simply dramatized what
has been a long-standing need
and what we believe will be an
increasingly urgent need: to
multiply the budget and staff of
the commission severalfold.
SHURE recommends that
both parties join with respon-
si-ble leaders in many other
categories of civic life in en.
dorsing such an expanded state
service.
A statement issued by SHURE•
reported:
'We would be nappy to docu-
ment the need and to outlinel
some of the programs which we
envision as possible, given an
adequate staff at the state levell
ready and able to work map
propriate ways with legall
•
Is A Compromise
ATLANTIC City — (UP!)- Democratic plat-
form writers Monday approved a plank asserting that
the new civil rights act "deserves and requires full
observance by every American and a fair, effective
enforcement if there is any default.'
tic section of the platform. ,om, the pursuit of justice. and
The plank, designed to pre-
vent a floor fight over the'Democratic administration wel
thorny cm! rights issue, w a s fare proposals.
saic to be acceptable to dele-, _Ending discrimination bas-
gates from both the North and
South, said'
ed race, age, sex or national
origin demands not only equal
"We re-affirm our belief opportunity but the opportunity
that lawless disregard for the to be equal," the draft saic.
rights of others is wrong - ..We are concerned not only
whether used to deny equal with the people's right to be
rights or to obtain equal rights, free, but also with their ability
The plank w as included in to use their freedom."
the final section of the 1964, It said the aims of the rights
campaign cocument, and now law "is not to divide, b u t to
must be approved by the full end division; not to mirtail the
Platform Committee and the opportunities of any. but to in-
convention itself. crease opportunities for all;
The writers meantime, went not to punish. but to promote
on to other planks in the domes. further commitment to free
lion III American life."
The plank also pledged sup
jport of the arts and encourage-
ment of science and technolagY-
"We hold firmly to Use con-
iction, long embraced by
Democratic administrations."
the plank saki, "that t h e ad-
vancing years of life should
bring not fear and loneliness,
but security, meaning, and
satisfaction."
The plank &Ls° pledged Demo-
cratic support for legislation to
advance full equality of oppor-
tunity for women and to revise .
the immigration laws to eli-
minate discriminatory Provi-




as E Yarbrough a member of
the Hamilton High school fac-
ulty, was among the 400 grad-
uates who received degrees last
Saturday at Memphis State
universits. Ills master of arts
was in administration and su-
pervision. A 1960 graduate of
Tennessee State, he is the son'
o Integrate of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Yar-brough of 2520 Park. He and his
Washington
(Continued From Page 1)
ident has not asked him.
PRESIDENT'S DECISION
"The decision is one that ti
President must make. Who-
ever he decides on will be ac-
cepted by the party . 1.11
serve in any capacity he asks
me to serve," says FDR, Jr.
Continuing, he adds, "The vice
presidency is not an office one
decides upon."
Having spent a good part of
his life in the White House,
the former U. S. Representa-
tive (from 1952 until his resig-
nation in 1954), who ran
against Jake Javits and lost
("Javits is a good senator.")
sees the coming campaign as
"tough."
He feels the country's pros-
perity is in the Democrats'
favor, pointing out that 87 flak
cent of the time that the De
ocrats have been in office from
Hoover to Johnson, the coun-
try has been expanding.
Leaning back in his chair,
his tie revealing a Kennedy
PT boat tieclasp, he praised
businessmen for doing a
"wonderful job of providing
groups, both official and volun; one of a deeper respect for human 
Miss.-(UPI) wife, Mrs. Margaret 
Yarbrough. community leadership."
CLA R KSDA LE .
t a ry." 
Next to civil right.,
the most important of these was dignity." 
- Negro and white children and son Daren Eric. 
live at 1875. Undersecretary since 1961 at
register for classes here tadov 
• the U. S. Department 01 Corn-Glory circle.
The plank also pledged that ' •under a Federal court order
Democrats would; ending segregation in the first Won't Sell To"_ Carry the war on poverty • grade
However, few Negroes were
expected to enter white schools.'
U. S. District Judge Claude
Clayton has approved a new
school zoning plan submitted
by the school board, and based
_ an anti-extremist plank, which
was said to denounce by name
the Communist Party, the Ku
Klux Klan and the John Birch
Society.
Both planks were in line with
the wishes of President John-
son, w h o must stand on t he





The Purchase Of $3
BIG 13H
REFRIGERATOR- FREEZER
• Balloon Rolls her election battle against Re-
I 
publicans Barry M. Goldwater
Agitator I and William E. Miller, the GOP
' 
TO SPEND AS YOU WISH WITH 
50-
c„
.,5 ----') $ 1 75 
o"- ------' I presidential and vice mresi-
- .dential nominees.
w.
00 Modal wwf -1 Ien 
Peree 
The President wanted to
110 DOWN PAYMENT rai71:(tis ba ttlPea whsinitittuldciiii!
jure his chanies in t h e South
already considered prime Gold'
water territory. On extremism.
he hoped to draw a contrast
with Goldwater, who refused at
:flan Francisco to disavow the
Birch Society by name.
The civil rights plank linked




























OR REPLACEMENT WITH A
r,Ew NORGE REFRIGERATOR
OF COMPARABLE VALUE
CHOICE OF 4 DECORATOR
COLORS AT NO EXTRA COST




on Golden Heart Corn•
pressor and Sealed,'
Refrigeration System






Imagine how this new 30 inch
beauty will spruce up your kitchen
w- give that smart "built-in" look.
Just loaded with features you want
most to make cooking easier, more
appetizing. See it now - you'll






• Deep Handidor Shelves
on both doors
• "Quick-Serve" Butter and
Egg Storage






Alt those focreures for only
$ 2 25
PER WEEK
* "Balaacmi Hoar Corsa - big
241/2 inch width to' extra space
1---_ and convenience, uni-
form, even heat through-
, out, even down to 140
degrees. Picture window
door.
* Speed Broiler- fully adjust-
able, pull-out broiler located un-
der oven. Easy cleaning
_porcelain finished broil-
ing pan and grill.
* Deluxe H.L. Burners-2c-
curate flame control on all heats
from low to high. Small twin pilots
light taster, use less fuel, keep
range-top cool.
* Avtemstic Ignition - all
bi,,ners, broiler and oven light auto-
matically.
* Convemisece features - ap-











Ther• Is a reason why p•opl•
lik• to do bu•in•ss with us. You,
two, will like our courteous treat•
meet and d•sir• to h•lp you.
"Op." Thur•day and Friday
Nights Until 700
Saturdays 9:00 to 100
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Owned - Home Op•rat•d
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"Wig Iik• to say yell to your
loon risquArst"
Examined and Supervls•d by
shei Stot• D•portrn•nt of
Insurance and Boning.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
Help
forward as a total war against
the cause of human want."
" - Move forward with pro-
grams to restore areas such as
Appalachia, which the nation's
progress has byjasscd.
'  the physicallyhand-
Black Muslims
ATLANTA - (UPI) - The
.Rev, J. C. Embrey, Jr., pastor
on •matural boundaries" form- 
of Western Heights Baptist 
capped and mentally disad-
er by the Sunflower river and Church, said his congregationvantaged develop to the full
white elementary schools are
limit of their capabilities, a 
railroad,
All but one of the city's four 
hmaasderebjyecttheed 
Black
 a $100m u,000 offer
" - Enhance the security of
older Americans by encourag. !their church building.
ing private retirement and wet- north of the railroad
 in pre-,
The Rev. Mr. Embrey said
fare program; offering oppor- dominantly white 
neighbor-
tunities like those nrovided for hoods. The fourth is south o
f his congregation plans to re.,
the young (in recent legislation the tracks along with the three locate in a new 
church in Cobb'
including the anti-poverty pro-Negro schools. County. northwest of Atlanta
.
Mostly Negroes live south of The Muslims wanted the oldgram) . .."
- Assist our Indian people the railroad, along with a few building for a temple.
to improve their s'anciard of pockets of whites. School offic- He said the Congr
egation re-
liviing and attain self suffi• children may be assigned to jected the offer and told th
e
ciency. the privileges of equals ials estimated 50 or 60 whiteiMuslims the sale 
price was.
citizenship and full participa- previously Negro schools. 8125,000.
Convention Split Over The supervisor, feelingagency was sympathetichis view, proved to be qti...7e
'inflexible.
merce, one of the largest old
line agencies (30,000 people,
39 field offices, 130 commer-
cial attaches and trade centers
in London, Tokyo, Frankfurt,
Milan and Bangkok), he de-
scribes his duties as being the
"right ami of the Secretary,"
Luther Hodges,
TALE OF TWO DIREC-
TORS: Last year a prominent
Congressman called the the
director of the USIA. Edw
Murrow, to ask his help in
getting a raise for a Negro
who had been receiving the
run-around. Ed Murrow han-
dled the matter personally and
the raise was forthcoming.
This year the same Con-
gressman wrote a letter to the
Honorable Carl Rowan,
Mr. Rowan declined to han-
dle the matter personally, but
sent two personnel people to
discuss the lack of promotion
with the Negro in question
ALONG WITH his supervisor.
No orchid or onion th:s
Mississippi, Alabama , MAJOR MEMOS: Close ad-tor.• 
• • week: it's hard to tell which
one to give to the USIA dime-
visors to the President esti-
mate he has lost half 
cabinet
theMinnesota. a leading candidate
Soeuth.,er,wshaile sfor the vice presidential norni••
v he'samloest Aallnation, also was working on a i tmhemsob
DELEGA
... the regular delegation be seat- egates and alternates. Mrs.
South '. . .compromise.
INEWS: no Negro delegates
I
He suggested to members of from Minnesota. Michigan has
the credentials committee that largest number of Negro del-
ing of the convention, therel 
still was no official word of bP--,Richard Nixon, Democrat fromdelegates and alternates would
sign a loyalty oath that would ed: that the
;seated as a fraternal organiza-;
Negro group
who would represent Slississip• 1 the Midwest, is a delegate
pi. 
Ition: and that a rule be adopt.I. . . U. S. Army asking Geor-
give them a seat on the floor.;
Only five had done so by early Lion to
ed in time for the 1968 conven•
There also was no firm indi- gia for education fund for the
afternoon. tial disputes,
preclude similar creden•
was allegedly shot by four
children of Lemuel Penn, whocation of how many Alabama
The party's high command .A report that the all-white Georgia Klansmen. No answer
ATLANTIC CITY, Aug. 24—(UPI) —The 34th
Democratic National Convention headed for its open-
ing gavel with an unresolved dispute over Alabama
and Mississippi still threatening party unity.
Hours before the scheduled 8:30 P. M. EDT open-
Don't Cut Corns had hoped to get both disputta delegation would be seated yet from Governor Sanders
Calluses, Warts 
. settled by the time delegates came from Blanche Long, . . . Unable to establish rap-
settle into the huge auditorium Louisiang's national committee., port with President and Mrs.
on the boardwalk for Sen. John woman. Johnson, French Ambassador
Use New Magic Rub Off 0, Pastore's keynote speech The dilemma facing the con-.Alphand, who was a personal




vention over Mississippi was'friend of the Kennedys, will
calluses, common was, report astonishing
MOUS with an amazing new nab rff that 
As for Mississippi, the con- summed up by New Jersey's resign after the November
IFOrit1 painlessly & safely without danget of , vention's credentials commit- Gov. Richard J. Hughes, after election . . . "Who will re-
Secret is a wonder•working medicated
Creme called DERMA-SOFT ikare.wrraiia rence, convened in the morning•
and swelling while it softens and dissolves
those tormenting hard tO remove growth's,'
infection from cutting, acids, or almsives. item headed by David L. Law-.
group.
against seating the Negro question in Washington these
his delegation voted in a caucus place Shriver?" is the favorite
!the dead rios, robs off leaving skin softer ceased after noon until later
i to decide what to do. then re- days, as it is felt he cannot
He said it was the consensus handle both poverty and peace
likneid iaEaseAsl"mw°!hest4lody s lI •saas.8ni't ''in.srne'd i.lt"1/. in the day, without reaching a. of his delegation that the Free- . . . Congressman Adam
decision. dom Party has "no legal basis ton Powell was openly criti
BAD CREDIT? OR NO CREDIT?
IF your credit is bad and you need a car.
Don't worry
SEE
F. G. Miller at John Willford Co.









Possible solutions were being under e xi s ting Mississippi
studied by a five-man subcom- Law." But he added, "this
mittee, headed by Walter Mon-doesn't mean we don't sympa-
; dale, attorney general of Min- thize with the moral rightness
!nesota. The five were charged of their cause." lions. As chairman of the Ed-
with finding some way to re- "Dilemma" also was a catch- ucation and Labor committees,
solve the differing legal and word among the Alabama dele- Powell speaks with authority.
moral claims of the regular Ration, which with Mississippi . . . Secretary Luther Hodges
Mississippi Democratic organi- has its headquarters in the old spoke strongly for hultan
Jzation and the predominantly and stately Chalfonte Hotel on rights in his home state, North
JNegro "Mississippi Democratic the Boardwalk, with all its tad- Carolina, at a recent
meet which attracted ov 1,-
500 Negro churchmen . . . Re-
member the Negro yduth
found dead while the FBI Was
looking for Cheney, Schwdyier
and Goodman in Mississippi?
Nowo 
Why'
a solution to ibis
crime. 
FIRST MEMPHIS SHOWING!
Starts Sat. Aug. n '
One Big Week!
Freedom Democratic Party. ing gentility and remem-
J Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey of brances.
The issue involving the loy-
alty oath triggered arguments
and fired emotions among the
Alabamans. One woman, believ-
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of HEW Secretary Celebree. re,
via a telephone call recently.
His complaint: few top jobs for





AUDIE MURPHY .DARREN MMIN catoR
PLUS SECOND HIT!
TONY RANDALL - BURL IVES
"THE BRASS BOTTLE"
Coming Next Saturday Sept. 5

























































































































































I Left Side 
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THE 1NCOMPAR A BLE Sheriff's badge demands. Pres-
'BLAIR T. HUNT was in Crump
Hospital where he was sched-
Ailed to go under the knife.
' 'The condition was not termed
" serious. Rather, it was acute.
Elder Hunt, former Headmas-
ter at Booker T. Washington
high school, former probation
officer at Juvenile Court, pres-
ently a member of the County
School Board, is the pastor of
Mississippi Blvd. Christian
church.
THE NEW SHERIFF, Wil-
liam Morris, Is expected to
keep a campaign promise and
place qualified Negroes in all
epartments and give them the




Funeral serviccs for Lucin-
4 Fay Young, second grade
student at Hamilton Elemen-
tary school, were held recently
at Martin Memorial C.M.E.
Temple with Rev. Paul
jarowlkest the pastor, in charge.
IF The seven - year - old child
died in Frank Tobey hospital
on Aug. 11 following an opera-
tion.
"Cindy," as she was known
to the famiy, lived with her Forever cemetery.
ent/y there are only 10 Negro
officers among a total of 280.
Eight of these Negroes are as-
signed to the Patrol division.
Two are in the Theft Division.
There are none in the Jail
division, Traffic, Homicide or
Civil Division. Twenty, thirty
or more Negroes are expected
to be employed by the Young
handsome new Sheriff in the
very near fuure.
MRS. FRANCIS HOOKS,
wife of the Rev. Atty. Ben
Hooks is confined to a hospital
in Texas, according to a re-
porter. She resigned her teach-





423 Cynthia St., will resume
its kindergarten program, be-
ginning Tuesday, Sept. 8, ac-
cording to the Rev. Father
Jarrette C. Atkins, rector and
headmaster.
He said this years program
has been extended to include
additional staff and services.
He added, "although services
have been extended, we are
compelled to limit our enroll-
ment in order to service the
best interest of those children
participating in the program."
The staff will consist of
Father Atkins, administrator:
Mrs. Julia Taylor and Mrs.
Hazel Knight in.tructors and
one person in food service.
Activity fee is $2. Weekly
cost per child is $5. Financial
assistance is available to fam-
ilies with two or more chil-
dren enrolled.
Father Atkins said the
kindergarten is a non-profit
organization. He added "our
main concern is the child and
his total growth and develop-
ment."
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Blakley of 1425 James
st., and would have entered
the second grade next week.
She was the daughter. of Mrs.
Gloria Young Branson and
the sister of William Young.
Mr. Blakley is a member of
the circulation department of
the Tri-State Defender.
Interment was in the Union
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
3 ri CART HOME SAVINGS!
'FRIENDS' FETED AT LUNCHEON — Universal Life In-
surance company feted members of the American Friends
Service Committee, Inc., at a luncheon recently at the end
of the volunteers' nine-week stay here working with chil-
dren between 11 and 14. The group included college stu-
dents interested in social work, and the project was coor-
dinated by the Memphis-Shelby County Health and Wel-
fare Planning Council. Seen seated here at luncheon, from
left are Ezra Young, Mrs. II. H. Bowen, Mrs. MaJa Young.




just returned from Africa re-
lated some of their experi-
ences before an assembly of
the college's faculty and staff
Friday afternoon following a
picnic which was forced in-
doors because of frequent
downpours.
Rufus Coy Sanders of 4200
Beacon Hill Rd., a 1961 gradu-
ate of LeMoyne, is back from
Kenya, East Africa where he
spent nearly three years
teaching physics at a boys'
boarding school under the
American Government Teach-
ers for East Africa project.
John H. Harris of 967-A
McDowell, a 1962 graduate of
the college, has returned to
Rags To Riches
A process has been developed
for converting old rags, wood
chips, paper and other wastes
into useful building blocks.
The was'e materials are com-
bined with a speciz 1 chem.cal
mixture to produce a thi:tk
substarre. A cement binder is
then added and the resulting
mixture is molded into strong,
inexpensive building materi-
als.
the States after completing a
two-year tour of duty with
Peace Corps in Ghana where
he taught mathematics in a
boys' day school.
Returning with Mr. Sanders
were his wife and their two
sons. Mrs. Sanders will re-
sume her classes at LeMoyne
this fall and Mr. Sanders will
matricuate at Western Re-
serve University in Cleveland,
Ohio on an assistantship. He
will be seeking the master's
degree in math.
Mr. Harris will study for the
master's degree in math at •
I.Atlanta University.
6 MonMs on Jot Ormlihes
$99 ro $899
$5 DowN $5 WEEK
ALL MAKES—COLORS
and BODY STYLES
See me personally , call on l y
GENE WILDER
Hoehn Chevrolet




NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
Say hello to Gilbey's "Li'l Frosty." He's the newest and
smartest half-pint bottle in the business. The bottle
that's getting a warm welcome everywhere. 'Cause he
holds world-famous Gilbey's Gin. . . the mild, dry gin
that never lets you down. Invite "Li'! Frosty"
to join your club and watch how he cheers up the place.
maw IFS.S.A. • DISTILLED 5050011 DRY GIN • 90 PROOF • 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS • W.& A. 611.81Y. LID. • 0ISIRIBUTE 0 BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS COMPANY, NEW TORK Gil
Mrs. H. T. Thornton, Mrs. S. B. Bridgeforth, Miss Martha
Irons and B. G. Olive. Jr. Standing, same order, are D. H.
Ross, Mrs. Dorothy T. Deneille, Mrs. Lucy Jackson, Jethro
Bell, Mrs. Lillie Wheeler, Miss Cathy McCall, Herbert W.
Roblnon, Jr.. Miss Sallie Woods, Mr. and Mrs. Gary Betts.
Project leaders: Dr. C. T. Shepherd, Donald Watson. Mrs.
Carrie Scott. Joe Morrow. Mrs. Lawrence Coe. James T.
Chandler, Miss Margaret McCullough and Mrs. Frances
H. Hassell. The students lived on the Owen College campus
while here. (Hooks Bros. Photo)
Owen College Prexy Speaks
At Commencement In Dallas
The 1964 summer commence- I Twenty-eight young people
ment ceremonies for Bishop were awarded bachelor of arts
college in Dallas, attracted an
audience of more han 500 per-
sons to the sanctuary of Mt.
Tabor Baptist church, and the
speaker was Dr. Charles L.
Dinkins, president of Owen
college in Memphis.
1 131 w-Out Kills
Si; In Family
and science degrees in a wide
range of major subjects.
A widely-known orator and
writer, Dr. Dinkins stressed
several elementary principles
On which the graduates should
plan their future lives.
.441111144.44441•44.44.441444.44.44.44.414/44111144.!z. BAD CREDIT i
: NO CREDIT 1
I BANKRUPT OR WAGE EARNER I
-
i S UNION AUTO SALE- 
-.
: 444 Union Avonuo .•. .
. 526-1856 :
:14441114444.44414441141.14144/414141414414444444114
SCOLAND NECK, N. C.
(UPI) — A two.door sedan car-
rying nine persons blew a tire
at high speed and smashed In-
to a three-foot wide pine tree,
killing all its passengers,
The dead included five adults
and four children, six in one
family, according to highway CALL
patrolman F. C. Simmons. All
were Negroes. O.Z. EVERS
The dead were identified as 
FOR FREE ESTIMATESthe driver, Thomas Lee
Draughan of Hobgood, his wife,  P14. FA 7-6033 






Licensed and Bonded •
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED







2. Hot Lunch Program
3. Cultural Enrichment




525 4082 or 275-9048
The Rev'd. Fr. J. Cortez Atkins,
Priest and Headmaster
Viceroy's got the Deep-Weave Filter
and the taste that's right!
Viceroy is scientifically made
to taste the way you'd like a
filter cigarette to taste.
Not too strong ...not too light...
Viceroy's got the taste that's right.
SMOKE ALL 7
Smoke all seven filter brands
and you'll agree some taste
too strong . while others
taste too light. But Viceroy—
with the Deep-Weave Filter—
tastes the way you'd like a filter
cigarette to taste. That's right!
Rev. J. M. Wade, pastor of when another preacher inter-
Pleasant Hill Baptist church' cepted a couple coming out Elder Ralph Preston Peay,
pastor of the Mississippi Blvd.
Seventh Day Adventist church
men do during a lifetime, auto. 
in Memphis, baptized 21 per-
sons in Brownsville, Tenn.,
The reason is simple: Matri- Ironically, Rev. Wade has last Saturday and is slated to
rnony is Rev. Wade's business, never officiated at a wedding hold a similar service in the
Each morning that the Shel- in his church in Binghamp-
by County Courthouse is open, ton. "But a good number have
the pleasant, smiling preacher, come to my house to be mar-
who lives at 1515 Orr st., red," he said.
leaves home like any other 'The ceremony's length de-
working man, goes to court, pends on the wishes of the
and stations himself right couples," he said, "and some
across the hall from the of- ask me to make it just as
fice where couples obtain brief as possible."
their licenses. MARRIED 45 YEARS
Since taking up the post Rev. Wade entered the gos-
three years ago, Rev. Wade pel ministry 40 years ago and
has lost count of the number' was pastor of the Oak Grove
of couples he has joined, but4laptist church at Nesbitt,
the highest number to comej Miss. He and his wife, Mrs
.
before him in one day was 4. Ruthie Burse Wade, recently
"Many times I have found observed their forty-fifth wed-
that couples have just a little ding anniversary. They have
more money than that requir- an adopted daughter who at-
ed for the license," the pastor 'tends Douglass High school.
said, "and I do not charge a The Wades moved to Mem-
set fee. And most of those phis from Eads, Tenn.
who come here are older What does the minister do
couples." when he is not joining up
LITTLE COMPETITION couples?
Although it is to his finan- "That is one advantage that
cial benefit to perform the I have here," he said, "be
- NEW YORK — (UPI) — Two schools.
b ounsve to Atlantic 
ceremonies, Rev. Wade says cause I use that time to get groups opposed to the proposed 
A spokesman for PAT said
he has never tried to persuade my sermons out, and there is 
its representatives would go by
eAotn getstic City, underwaywhe  re 
next
 the
anyone to settle for the court- no one here to bother me." 
bussing of children as part of
house rites, which he per- Occasionally he goes over to 
the city's school integration 
n i
forms in private room in Arkansas to perform a mar- 
'program told Mayor Robert F. week, and stage its 
boycott on
the building. riage. A minister has to regis- Wagner they would not call off 
the opening day of school next
During his three years ter and obtain credentials in a scheduled school boycott or month. 
there, he says he has only had order to perform the rite in picketing of the Democratic Na- n
 tional 
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For Preacher At Court Bride Of 
Postman
In Brownsville
in Binghampton, performs of the license bureau and 
car-
more marriage ceremonies in ried them outside for mar-
one year than most clergy- riage in the back seat of an
Luminous dials, watches and
Dallas Calls
Miss Faye Eunice Gentry
became the bride of Charles
Edward Lewis, Saturday, Au-
gust 8. The couple was mar-
ried at Martin Temple C.M.E.
church in the presence of their
immediate families and a few
close friends.
The double ring ceremony
West Tennessee city on this was performed by the pastor
,
coming weekend. Rev. Paul Fowlkes before a
Elder Peay began an even. flower be
-decked altar.
gelistic effort in the city un- The bride was 
given in mar-
der a tent on Cynthia on the riage by her 
brother, Cordell
night of July 4 and has been Land. She wore 
a full skirted CANOC K, England —
preaching almost nightly since beige chiffon 
dress fashioned7 (UPI) — John Steele, 61, won
that time, with a bodice 
encrusted with six first prizes, two seconds
Assisting the minister in the beads. Her 
headpiece was and three thirds in a local fruit
services this summer were beige and she 
carried a bridal and flower show, then admit.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Smith of bouquet of w
hite carnations ted none of the exhibits was
white orchid corsage.
The new Mrs. Lewis is a
city teacher. She received the
B. S. degree from LeMoyne
College and the Master's de-
gree from the University of
Nebraska.
Mr. Lewis is ernployed by
the U S. Post Office depart-
ment They are at home at
2416 Drake Cove.
Montgomery, Alabama, both
school teachers. Special mu-
sic has been sung by the Mes-
sengers, a quartet from Jack-
son, Tenn.
Before the baptism of 21
last Saturday, there was only
one member of the church in
Brownsville, a n d she had
been attending church in
Jackson for several years.
and pale green lilies of the
valley.
Mrs. Vivian Brown was the
bride's only attendant. Her
dress was blue chiffon and
she carried a bouquet of white
carnations. Robert Richmond
was best man.
The bride's mother, Mrs.
Minnie Gentry Sykes wore a
pale pink voile dress and a
White Refuse To Stop Boycott
Anotherbetween the
Mayor and the organizations,
the Parents and Taxpayers Co-
Rights Truce ordinating Council (PAT) andithe Joint Council for Better Ed-
forms of direct action as a,1 make us happy" but "at least monis, used isotope
means of getting civil rights. we have open channels of corn.
Annual Woman's Day will "Demonstrations have reach_ munication."
be held at Ellis Grove Baptist ed a point of diminishing re- The city board of education
church, 246 E. Calhoun st., turns and now cost the country
on Sunday. Aug. 24, and a and the Negro people more in
money, goon' will, and lasting
special program given at 3
, DALLAS — (upo T w ucation, was s
lated for Sept. 3.
' Dallas religious leaders—onel Mrs. Rosemary Gunning, ex- strictive licensing an
d distil-
white a n ci one Negro—calledlecutive secretary of PAT, said bution regulations.
iwoardaenineand tiiie.puilcaketiangd, siot-tihnear, wthaes meeting with tehneouMghayotar ofItthweilpl ricroestofonthlye
At Ellis Grove gdeivr:
P.m.
The theme for the day will
be "Christian Women Giving
Themseves to God." Guest
speaker for the program will
be Mrs. Hortense Crivens, a
member of St. Stephen Bap-
tist church.
Other participants on the
program will be Mrs. Pria
Jackson, Mrs. Maydelle Smith,
Mrs. Alberta Nichols, Mrs.
progress through direct
action," Dr. E. C. Estell Sr., a
Negro Baptist minister, said.
"Now that the law is enforce-
able, Negroes must resort to
legal means and give the
courts a fair chance to prove
their merit."
Estell, and Dr. Luther Hol-
comb, also a Baptist and white
director of the Greater Dallas
Ophelia Bragg, Mrs. Geneva Council of Churches, announcel
Cummings, Mrs. Katie Hunter their views at a press confer.
and Mrs. Lillie Branscomb, ence in the Dallas Press Club.
Morning services will be E
stell said that recent racial
clashes in Dallas were partly
conducted by the pastor, Rev.
J. H. Perkins. 
responsible for the pronounce-
ment of his views, but the main
reason was that he was an-
nouncing the cecisions made
at a recent meeting of Presi-
chairman, and Mrs. Deborah dent Johnson's Interracial
Pitts program chairman. , Committee.
Eaten and Holcomb attended
a meeting of the committee in
Washington.
Mrs. Ola Pigram is general
chairman of the observance;
Mrs. Gertrude Lawrence, co-
Ready, Set, Bo-I-1-ng
False starts and timing er-
rors in swimming competition
will end with a new electronic
starting system, reports Elec-
tronics, McGraw-Hill publica-
tion. A starting circuit sim-
ultaneously operates a speaker
near each swimmer and vi-
brates the platform on which
each one stands, making
doubly sure that the competi-




Annual Women's Day at St.
Peter Baptist Church, 1410
Pillow St., was observed last
Sunday. Mrs. Lucille Doug-
lass of East Trigg Ave. Baptist
church was the guest speaker.
Mrs. Henneta Hill was
chairman of the celebration.
Rev. C. J. Gaston is the
church's pastor.
The Light Of The World Temple
THE HOUSE OF. PRAYER
ALL WELCOME
PHONE 321-9266 2552 POPLAR AVE.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
Now, My People, I would like
like to bring to your attisn•
tion that Rev. Mrs. Pauline
Williams has been doing some
work of God for all of us.
Yes, I mean You and Me and
Everyone who is in need of
God's help. She has helped
many people. She has dedi-
cated her work and all her
time to you to bring God into
your heart and your homes,
to drive out the devil and the
evil that some of our bro-
thers and sisters have been
touched by. She has helped
many people and she con
help you.
Si.. holds private services
for each and every person.
Yes, Indeed, and oil your
problems are kept in the
utmost confidence.
She can and will help you.
If you ore sick, worried,
troubled, fearful that the
hand of 'veil boo fallen upon
you, if ybu feel that you
need help, well help con
be reached. Go out to see
Rev. Mrs . Williams at 2552
Poplar Avenue.
Remember, Brothers and
Sisters, there's no pity for
those who are in need of
help and don't go to see
Rev. Williams. She con and
will help. She helps people
by the Prayer of God. She
heals by Prayer. So there is
no need to suffer any longer.
Help is waiting for you. Go
to see Rev. Williams. Her
servic• is   days a
week. See Rev. Mrs. Pauline
Williams todayl
progress than we can gain in
plans to change the neighbor-
hood school concept by sending
students to schools outside their
neighborhoods. Th2 board seeks
economic, social and cultural a wider mixing of Negro and
Puerto Rican students with
whites.
Before the meeting began,
members of the Brooklyn Chap-
ter of the Congress of Racial,
Equality (CORE), picketed city:
hall demanding immediate and
full integration of the city
lock sets may soon glow
brighter. Promethium 147, a
radioactive isotope, will be the
brightening agent, if the
Atomic Energy Commission










Poplin. Sixes 5 to 52




WRITE FOR FREE UTALOS
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 N SLICE. SS Whitehall it., S.W.









a truly magnificent coat at
very special price! ... fashioned of
pure wool Lustrosa, a fabric, with an un-
believably soft, creamy feel .......urn fried
for weightless warmth ... and each coat has a largo
lush collar of natural ranch mink, rich a
nd beautiful ...
choose black, beige, taupe or green ... sizes 8 to 18.
BUDGET SHOP, third floor
LANDRES • U S. MAIN • 524-41S1
Honest Cheat
his own.
"There was no rule to say
members had to show their
own stuff," said Steele, who
helped organize the show. "So




WLS radio and entertainer
Danny Thomas are offering
talented teenagers throughout
the station's listening area an
opportunity to have their tal-
ent showcased on a national
television program.
T h e Danny Thomas Teen
Talent Hunt is now in progress
and anyone between the ages
of 13 and 18 can enter. All that
is required to get an entry
blank and contest rules is a
stamped, self - addresed en-
velope, mailed to WLS.
Ten finalists will be selected
,by a board of judges and will
compete for the grand prize —
Ian all expense paid trip tol
IHollywood and an appearancel
with Danny Thomas on one
of his TV Specials. Consola-
tion prizes will be awarded the
remaining finalists.
Judging will take place and,
the winner selected in Septem-!
her.
Phone...  Air Conditioned
DINE AT
The Black Hut2775 CASTALIA ST
Specializing in Home Cooked Meals
STEAKS - CHOPS - SEAFOODS
BARBECUE - BREAKFAST
ALL ENDS of DRINKS
Open 6 s. at. Close 1 a.m.
OWNERS
Mr. George Driver, Jr. - Mr. & Mrs. Percy Moody
HELLO THERE, DOLLY
Carol "Dolly" ("banning is about to get a 
two•handed hug
(or slap) from happy to•see-her Perle 
Mesta at the start
of Mrs. Mesta's famous parties. The fellow 
standing in the
background, is a judge (or referee, or maybe 
a curious
Party-goer). (UPI Telephoto)
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Mekes What You Ask foe And










Tune in Channel 13 WHBQ every Monday
thru Friday and hav• fun playing T.V.
Bingo. Thor* is a new game every day
and you got a FREE Bingo Card every
tIm• you check out at Big Star. $50.00
will be added to th• Jackpot every day
until Awe is a winner! T.V. Bingo Spon-
sors and their famili•s are ineligible to
play T.V. Bingo.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
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• By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson 
•
•••••••• •11111111111M•PIIIMINE•
This has been an exciting week . . . politicians journey-
ing to Atlantic City for the Democratic Convention ... Bluff
City teachers returning for in-service workshops
We welcome sack to the office our co-worker, McCann
Reid who with his lovely wife, Cora, has returned after va-
cationing in Cincinnati with relatives of Mrs. Reid, and in
East St. Louis with members of Mr. Reid's family.
Accompanying them on the trip was Charles Isabel, broth-
er of Mrs. Reid who ended his furlough before being sent
to Kaiserslautern, Germany. Members of the family saw him
off aboard a jet in Kentucky headed for New Jersey where
he was slated to cross the Atlantic on a nine day voyage.
While headed for Ohio, the trio stopped in Louisville for
411 visit with Elder and Mrs. Charles R. Graham, former Mem-hians. Elder Graham is currently the pastor of Magazine
Street Seventh Day Adventist church in Louisville. Mrs.
Graham (Martha) former member of the faculty at Manassas,
is a teacher in the public schools in Louisville. Elder Graham
is holding evangelistic services under a tent.
Mrs. J. B. Boyd (Ann) and Mrs. William Reeves (Mary)
entertained their childhood friend, Mrs. Louis Jenkins Cock-
ran, of Chicago in the Passport Room at the Airport recent-
ly, and took adVantage of the opportunity to reminisce of
"old times." Mrs. Cr•ckran was also shown courtesies by the
Tyson and Grisham families to whom she is related.
Rev. and Mrs D. S. Cunningham and Rev. and Mrs. M. C.
Merriweather were among the many Memphians who extend-
ed their hospitality and showed courtesies to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Posey of Kinsas City, Kansas when they visited here
a few weeks ago.
Whittier Sengetacke Jr, returned home from summer
sessions at Tennessee State University bringing with him,
two houseguests, Allis Woods of Houston, Texas and his fi-
ancee Miss Frances E. Smith, also of Houston. Both received
Asioster's ilegrees in speech and drama during the August
liPmmencement exercises.
Just returned from a week of very important business
meeting are Miss Maggie McDowell, Southern Regional di-
rector of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, and Mrs. Mary Collier,
chairman of the National Nominating Committee of Delta Sig-
ma Theta Sorority. They attended the Executive Board Meet-
ing of Delta Sigma Theta held recently at the Shoreham Hotel
in Washington. D. C. Also present at this meeting was Nellie
Roulhac, now of Philadelphia, who is chairman of personnel.
After attending the very serious business sessions the nation-
al chairmen and off e.ers enjoyed a pleasant social affair plan-
ned in their honor.
While in Washington . . . they ran into another Mem-
phian and fellow Delta Lorene Osborne also at the Shore-
ham ... but attending a Voter Registration Meeting.
Mrs. L. M. Mills of San Francisco is visiting with her
sister, Mrs. Maud Bright. Both have just returned from a
visit with Mrs. Bright's daughter, Erness and family in Som-
erset, N. J. They took in the World's Fair together and have
enjoyed a delightful reunion.
The friends and relatives of Mrs. Allie Mae Roberts have
spent some anxious moments over her sudden illness and
hospital confinement. In town at the bedside of their sister
are Mrs. Sadie Littlejohn of Detroit, Mrs. Avern Brown, Den-
4
r, Colo., and Mrs. Nola Cox of Durham. Her husband, Bob
berts, reports improvement in her condition.
Dr. Stanley Ish is expected back home this week, after
an extended illness . . . Sincere wishes for a speedy recovery
to Elder Blair T. Hunt.
• • •
In town this week for the Davis-Prudent wedding was
Mrs. Mabel Crooks of the Public Relations Department at
Tennessee State University ... Mrs. Lois Towels Caesar, now
of San Francisco . . Mrs. Johnetta Kelso-Hozay, now of Los
Angeles . .. and a host of others that we will report on later.
Members of lie Doctor's Assistance Cooperative club
will present a tea and fashion show on Sunday, Aug. 30, from
5 to 9 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Lavelle Yancey of 2345
Sparks, and the pubiic is invited.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Fondern and Mrs. Viola Young, wife
of M. A. Young of 1048 E. McLemore, hove returned home
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fAay Duvalier's Son Is Killer
SANTO DOWINGO, Domini- The community of Jeremie.
can Republic — (UPI) — The
16-year-old son of Haitian Dic-
tator Francois Duvalier shot
and wounded a Haitian army of-
ficer In a political argument,
according 'to reports reaching
here.
The reports said that Jean
Claude Duvalier, 16, accused
Maj. Delande Duperval of trea-
son against the Duvalier regime
for allegedly not taking decis-
ive action Against Haitian reb-
els in the mountains.
Meanwhile, it was reported
that hundreds of Haitian stud-
Assents had been arrested to pre-
Poi them front fleeing to Join
the rebels now active in the
south of the country.
the reports said, had been cut
off from the rest of the coun-
try since Aug. 6 because of its
use as a rebel sar.ctuary. Re-
prisals against the citizens by
the Duvalier government have
been stein, the reports said.
It was believed that the gov-
ernment is financially in trou.
hie, partially because of wen-
ses incurred In putting down
recent well organized rebel in
cursions.
It was reported that
er's banker, Clement Joseph
Charles, had removed about $5
million from the national trea-
bank.
sury and deposited it in a Swiss
DEFENDER
NOW the beauty secret of women who care . . . comes to MEMPHIS!
A phone call now will bring a Starlight representative to
the home at your convenience.
• Cosmetics for every beauty need
• Home remedies for better health
• Sundries of every description
. EXTRA EARNINGS'
Mon 'end Weenlim con work full or port time
•iellingnationally-accept•d Starlight product.
In own neighborhood or area. For dependable
income CALL Memphis 398-3050 for Coin -
plot,. information.
Heir Pressing Crearn•; Shampoos;011, Egg or
Medicated Tor; Deodorant-Cream, Roll-On or
Spray; Mend Lotions; Powder-Pressed or
Leese; Lipstick-Spacial Shade s; Perfumes
end Colegnes.•
"DIRECT TO YOU" SALE
•KEEPS STARLIGHT COSTS
WITHIN YOUR REACH
Have a Starlight of Miami representative
call at your home or write to address below:
CALL Memphis 398-3053
P. 0. Box 16334, Memphis 16, Tenn.
Fashion a bi c
We (1 g
Held
MR. AND MRS. IVAN DAVIS
were married in one of t Iie
most fashionable weddings of
the current season last Satur-
day evening in the sanctuary
of Mississippi Blvd. Christian
church, with Rev. John C.
Mickle, pastor of the United
Church of Christ officiating.,
The groom is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. W. S. Davis of Nashville.
The bride is the former Miss
Elizabeth Prudent. (Photo by
Italy Duncan)
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SINCE 1916 - 1964
GRIGGS BUSINESS
COLLEGE
Registration-Sept. 4, 5, 1964
Opening - Sept. 1, 1964
New Class in Real Estate
Salesmanship
Retail Merchandising
Day & Nite Classes
Modern Electric Typewriters
GRIGGS Is Accretited By
The Accrediting Commission For Business Schools
Detroit, Michigan
492 VANCE AVE. 527-4917
the riot Hot lot STUDY
Here's what the lighting experts recommend for good study lighting.
• If your child is using a table or floor lamp, bottom edge of lamp shade should
be 15 inches above desk top, with light-toned shade.
• Large pastel-color blotter will avoid distracting contrast with papers or books.
• Lamp should be to left, if student is right-handed; or if student is left-handed,
place lamp to right.
• Use large-enough lamp bulb, no smaller than 150-watts, and preferably 300.
watts for study.
Good study lighting costs so little, means so much.
'1119110.11r
Stacked Up for Fashion
These are the Greatest
Tan Black $4"






Open Look and Really
The "Most"
Black $395








Lamar Airways North Gate
Shopping Center Shopping Center
Handstitched Vamp
Black, Tan, Brown
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Civil Rights
Asked what is going to be the
main issue in the Goldwater
campaign for the Presidency, the
Senator and his political strate-
gists were emphatic in their
enumeration: Cuba, Berlin,
Laos, Vietnam, and general
softness toward Communists.
Both the Presidential candidate
and his running mate, Represen-
tative William Miller, have said
that they do not want civil
rights to be an issue at all.
From the look of things thus
far, it is not a certainty that the
GOP candidates will have their
way. Critical developments in
Southeast Asia make it impossi-
ble to avoid a sharp debate on
foreign policy.
But the sensitive question —
the one that is closest to the
hearts of the American masses
— is the question that has to do
with the position of the Negro in
the American society.
Goldwater voted against civil
rights when the matter came be-
fore the Senate for final disposi-
tion. The reason he concocted
was that the bill was unconstitu-
tional. By covering up his pre-
judices against civil rights with
the foliage of the Constitution,
the Senator thought he could es-
cape detection and penance for
his sin of omission.
Under the impact of such sor-
did events as the shot-gun slay-
ing of a Washington Negro edu-
cator and high ranking army re-
Agonizing Reappraisal
Republican stalwarts have
made another "agonizing reap-
praisal" of their party's strategy,
this time at a meeting of the
GOP big wigs in Hershey, Pa.
Former President Eisenhower,
who has been trying to find
ways to bring unity to the party, -
appeared to have succeeded.
Whether this success can be
translated into cohesive action
behind Sen. Barry Goldwater,
the Republican Presidential
nominee, can only be deter-
mined by the results of the No-
vember election.
If the Senator is to have any
chance at all at winning, ways
must be found to make greater
inroads in the big cities where
the Presidential contest will be
decided.
The Republicans will have to
servists near Athens, Georgia
and the discovery of the muti-
lated bodies of the three young
civil rights workers in Philadel-
phia, Mississippi, civil rights as
a lively political and moral is-




pression that he is for civil
rights. This new posture is an
after-thought which is meant to
capture the affection of North-
ern liberals and some few Ne-
2roes who are reluctant to join
the Goldwater camp.
This surface change of the
Goldwater image is a deception
of the most obvious kind. The
GOP's nominee's commitment is
to the Deep South and the John
Birch society which he is court-
ing as a mathematical gamble
to tip the scale in his favor
come Novembei.
The voter registration in the
South has practically nullified
this mathematical possibility.
Over a million new Negro voters
will cast their ballots in the com-
ing national elections. And they
won't vote for Goldwater..
Whatever conversion h a s
come unto him, Goldwater will
not convince the people, and es-
pecially the Negro voters that he
is now deeply committed to ra-




spend more, work harder, and
have more precinct workers. It
is a technical problem of vast
magnitude.
But can any technical formu-
la enable the GOP to capture the
big industrial cities of the North
when coupled with an increas-
ingly reactionary political pos-
ture? At the same Hershey ses-
sion, Goldwater whipsawed the
Johnson Administration for
weakness and indecision in
handling the Communist threat
in Viet Nam, the Congo and Cu-
ba. Yet on that same day, one
of the leading Republican or-
gans in the East, asserted there
has been a real, even if minor,
improvement in the world situ-










from the GOP bomb detonated
at San Francisco continues to
settle on Washington's political
soil. Paradoxically, as it settles,
it unsettles the equanimity of
political thinking.
For one thing, public opinion
pools are confirming the adage
that you can't judge the strength
of a candidate until you know
who the opposition is. Following
Barry Goldwater's selection, the
polls showed a marked improve-
ment in his voter popularity
with President Johnson as the
Democratic candidate. Doubtless,
Goldvvater's projected percent-
age of the national vote will im-
prove.
Washington politicians are
taking a closer look at such poli-
tical imponderables as the ex-
tent of defection of Southern
states from the Democratic ban-
ner, the size of the so-called
"back•lash" vote, the degree to
which organized labor will shift
away from the Democratic Par•
ty, and the suburban vote which
continues to grow and tends to
shift towards the Republicans.
On the other side of the led-
ger, they're wondering about the
effect of the Goldwater-domi-
nated Republican Party's move-
ment to the right, whether the
"moderate" defection from the
party will grow or subside, and
whether the GOP ticket has the
ability to persuade enough in-
dependents and dissident Demo-
crats to their cause.
The nature of these factors
and their importance in profes-
sional political thinking empha-
sizes that there is a continuing
change in the pattern of Ameri-
can voting away from strict par-
ty adherence and toward indi-
vidual voter preferences.
'You're trigger happy!'




A Book For Banning
Nothing reveals the paucity
of the American literary imagi-
nation as Joe M. Anonymous's
recent book "Three Bags Full."
Three Bags Full is a novel about
three men among whom circu-
lates the world's heavyweight
boxing championship.
Its three principal characters
are Floyd, Charles, and Cassius.
Only Floyd seems able to hold
onto his name although he has
less success with the heavy-
weight title. Charles also goes
by the sobriquet "Sonny" and
Cassius is eventually rneatamor-
phosised into Muhammed All.
.1 ask you: Do these sound like
the names and habits of red-
blooded American champeens?
As you can see, the book not
only has moral but also nominal
confusions.
In fact, Three Bags Full is as
corrupt, meretricious, and sub-
versive a book as has ever been
written. If not outright banning,
it needs heavy censoring.
The authorities ought not only
toss the booksellers who handle
if into the pokey but the vicari-
ous slobs who buy it for their
cheap thrills as well.
Joe M. Anonymous has served
neither his own reputation, nor
boxing, nor the cause of litera-
ture. They ought to throw him in
jail too and keep him in a sepa-
rate cell and revoke his writer's
license.
Certainly it is legitimate for
writers to concentrate on any •
3rea of human endeavor to make
their point. Certainly there is no
law against using boxing. But
need Floyd, when he loses his
title, flee the scene of his defeat
disguised in a false beard and
a big rubber nose?
Need the inarticulate Sonny
at a press conference indulge in
a long, tiring arugument with a
writer named Norman Mailer in
which both participants call each
other bums?
Why can't American writers
describe that which really hap-
pens instead of investing the ab-
surd into symbolic situations?
Need all American writers be
creative?
Once Sonny deposes Floyd, he
is challenged by the brash Cas-
sius who represented by the au-
thor as neither pure nor smart
for subsequently he fails an
Army 10 test, a notion as un-
real as it is degrading.
Cassius is dommed to lose to
Sonny whom all the sportswrit-
ers call "The meanest animal in
the jungle." But something hap-
pens to Sonny's arm and he can-
not meet the bell for the seventh
round. Thus Cassius is champeen
by virture of a TKO.
Every time someone loses in
this book, misfortune befalls him
and Sonny is no exception.
Within a month, an overvigi-
lent cop arrests Sonny for do-
ing 75 in a 35-mile zone.
Also, the cop finds a revolver
in Sonny's car which puts Sonny
in hot water since he has al-
leady done some time in the
stir and not for sit-ins either.
Cassius upon his ascension to
the Heavyweight title joins a
militant racist organization and
becomes a Muslim, changing his
name in the process to Moham-
med All which means "Pearl of
the Sun" or some such nonsense.
Because of this the World
Heavyweight Association de-
cides to strip him of his champ-
ionship.
Re-enter Floyd who charges
Cassius or Mohammed Ali is do-
ing boxing's reputation no good
and challenges him to a fight,
telling the reporters, "I know I
can beat him — at least I hope
I can "
Meanwhile, back in the Capi-
tol, a Senate investigating Com-
mittee discovers that city slick-
ers have fleeced Sonny of his
money which he may not need
anyway for the next couple of
years.
In addition, the Senators hint
at collusion between Cassius or
Muhammed Ali and Sonny since
they had business dealings be-
fore the title bout.
Which makes a perfect setting
for Floyd's challenge. But Floyd
is a Roman Catholic and Cassi-
us refuses to fight him finally
because he doesn't want to start
a religious war.
In the whole book, Floyd is
the only one to come off with
any credit and h. has a glass
law. Anonymous's obscene trav-
esty of the noble institution of
the American boxing bout has
no resolution. It is as absurd
and pointless as, say, the Yan-
kee organization deciding Yogi








The words of sorrow and an-
ger have been uttered. Thu
wrenching tears have blurred
the eyes. The memorial tri-
butes have been said. The dirge
has been heard. The earth has
been opened up *to receive the
tortured and brutalized bodies
of three beautiful young Ameri-
cans. The bell has tolled for
Michael Schiverner, James
Chaney and Andrew Goodman
who gave their lives in the be-
lief that the corrupt state of
Mississippi has a kinship with
American democracy.
As Jim Farmer said these
three boys had "qualities which
are more important in our world
today than great wisdom or
great wisdom or great power-
qualities of gentleness, compas-
sion and humanity."
It was cruelly unnecessary
servists near Athens, Georgia,
twist to the story of these sadis-
tic deaths that, even in death.
was a discrimination. The goons
who killed the two white boys
and a Negro did such a horrible
Job on the Negro boy that Dr.
David Spain, a Brooklyn patho-
logist who examined the bodies,
made the following shocked
statement about Chaney's re-
mains:
"The jaw shattered, the left
shoulder and upper arm re-
duced to a pulp . . . the skull
bones were broken and pushed
in toward the brain . . . In my
Extensive experience of 25 years
as a pathologist, I have never,
witnessed bones so severly shat-
tered except in tremendously
high-speed accidents, such as
plane crashes."
Not only were these three
young men classic prototypes of
the new breed of valiant Ameri-
can youth which has been carry-
ing on the struggle. They were
also the sons of some truly fine
American parents. These suffer-
ing, sorrowing people have let
it be known that they intend to
take up the torch for justice so
nobly carried by their martyred
boys.
At a time when persons of less
stern stuff would be concentrat-
ing on their own grief, Rita
Schiverner, the widow of Mic-
hael is demonstrating the con-
viction of the families that life
must proceed nobly, Jim Farm-
er, Paul Willen, an architect, and
I are co-chairing a drive to raise
$25,000 for the creation of a new
Community Center which will
be built in Meridian. The Chan-
ey - Gocdman - Schiverner Cen-
ter is to be a memorial to the
three young men who were
slain.
We asked Rita Schiverner
how she envisioned this proposed
Freedom Center. She see it as
a place whore young mothers
may have their children cared
for while they work or look for
employment. There will be a
day-care program for pre-school
children. There will be bright
colors, many pictures and room
fcr childrens' art work. There
will be toys and games, of
course.
A library will be built to
house 10,000 books. There will
be a recreation area with ping-
pong tables. Meeting rooms for
meetings and dramatic and mu-
sical programs will be available.
To help raise the money for
memorial Freedom Center, Mrs.
Robinson and I — along with
the same committee which pre-
sented two successful benefit
jazz festivals on the lawn of our
home in Stamford — will have
a third such affair next month.
Officials and members of CORE
will help promote tnis affair.
You too can contribute to the
Freedom Center Fund Drive —
as your personal way of express-
ing gratitude toward the three
young men who gave their lives.
Send your gift, large or small, to
me, care of the Core Scholarship
Educational and Defense Fund
at 1 Union Square, New York
City. It's income tax deductible.








Dr. Edith Sampson, of Chica-
go, formerly an alternate dele-
gate to the United Nations, is
one of the most colorful people
we know. A gifted attorney,
Mrs. Sampson, has an art with
the piercing spoken word.
Edith often refers to so-call-
ed socialites and community big
shots as the "leading-est Ne-
groes."
"Oh yes, she will say airily,
"i was at so-and-so's reception
last night and all the leading-est
Negroes were there."
This is one of Edina's softer
flights into satire. She knows,
as do you and I. that all too of-
ten, the leadingest Negroes in
our communities are more con-
cerned with their statue than
with the welfare of the people
they claim to lead.
. I thought of Edith's phrase
some days back when some of
the leading-est Negroes in New
York City set up a howl because
Mayor Robert Wagner invited
Martin Luther King, Jr. to New
York to discuss race riots and
conditions in Harlem. The lead-
eat New York Negroes were up-
set for one reason. They resent-
ni Dr. King's coming into the
community without clearing it
with them.
The truth•is that King had no
By AL DUCKEI T
intention of trying to by-pass
them or take over their leader-
ship. He was invited by Mr.
Wagner and had accepted on
condition that he would meet
with Negro leadership first.
Through a mis-understanding,
he did not get to see all the
icaders before seeing the Mayor.
So, as white segregationists
have done in various Southern
communities, the leading-est
New York Negroes, including
1-hat fine representative of the
island of Puerto Rico, Adam
Powell, raised sand.
Now, they had no justifica-
tion, in my humble opinion. Not
one of them qualifies one tiny
for the delicate task of ne-
hit in comparison to Dr. King.
goiietion with municipal power
structures. It was a brilliant
stroke on the part of the Mayor
to consult King.
What the leading-est Negroes
should have objected to was that
Bob Wagner, after getting all the
publicity mileage out of the
King visit, failed to deliver in
his obvious duty to suspend a
policeman who murdered a fif-
teen-year-old boy or to set up a
civilian review board to probe
the police brutality which Po-
lice Commissioner Murphy pre-












































































































Majority Of Negroes Can't Find
Enough Work, Survey Discloses
ANN ARBOR — The recent increase in the num-1 4, and layoff — were men- one per cent of managers andher of college graduates has not depressed the mon-1 Honed most often by the un• officials. and only two per
etary rewards for people with higher education, ac- skilled and the semiskilled. cent of professional and tech-
cording to the Survey Research Center (SRC) of The Employment experience isnleal workers.
ported in the Cent•er:units, according to authors iment decreased substantially"1963 Survey of Consumer Fi• t George Katona, Charles A. with increasing levels of ed-nances" (280 pp., Paper. $41 Lininger. and Eva Mueller for 'ucation.indicates an increasing dif- 
• • •
ferential in earnings to higher iprogram.
Jhe SRC Economic Behavior ,
• • • 
"The difference in employ-'emphasis on automation and
--------
research as well as the slim.
'nation of many unskilled jobs.
The changes in the income
of Negro and white !amities
(spending units) o ere review-
ed with trei.d deli derived
from many past surveys. The
mean income of white a rid
non-white families increased
substantially since 1950, al-
though the dollar difference
between the average income
of whites and Negroes has
widened during this time.
Nevertheless, mean income
appears to have increased at
a slightly higher rate for non-
white units than for white
University of Michigan's Institute for Social Research. by race and age-education.
a so tabulated in the report
On the contrary, data re-
Full anci partial unemploy- !more relatively affluent fam-
ilies now. In 1055 the propor-
tion of spending units with
incomes of $10,000 or more
was six per cent. By 1962 the
figure had risen to 15 per cent.
The proportion of units in the
low income groups (under
83000) declined from 36 per
cent in 1955 to 26 per cent in
1962, mean family income was
$8800.
Working wives are more fre-
quent among tarried families
at higher income levels, the
report reveals, although a wife
seldom contributed as much
, as half the family income.
Over half of spending units
;with incomes in the $10,000-
814.999 range had two or more
earners. The proportion drop-
ped to one-fourth, however,
atticing the highest income
'group ($15,000 or more).
ment exe by racial
Respondents were asked inlgrouping is striking," the re-
the 1989 survey whether the port states. "Only 46 per cent
head of the spending unit had of non-white heads of spend-
worked as much as he wanted ing units had as touch work
to in the previous year. Pen- as they wanted in 1962, corn-
pie in white-collar occupa- pared with 73 per cent of white
tional groups reported much heads."
more frequently than blue- Even when educational lev-
collar workers that they had els were comparable, smaller
as much work as they desired. proportions of nonwhite than
The report indicates that the white respondents reported
frequency with which the dc having worked as much as
sired amount of work was they desired
available increased with skill The SRC interviewers found
and specialisation. The rea- that 14 per cent of unskilled
sons people gave most freceuent. workers and nine per cent of
ly for not working as much semi-skilled workers were un.
as desired — disabili• employed, compared to only
Back
(Continued From Page I)
down for a summer and
Walk away," Phil Moore,
a native of Winnetka,
Mused about his experi-
ence this summer working
two months with the Missis-
sippi Summer Project.
"But it goes so deep . . .
I'm emotionally involved in
I it. If I could walk away, I
I would feel real proud — I'd
have a sense of accomplish-
ment," he declared.
But, as it is with most of
the Northerners who traveled
south this summer, Phil Moors-
is no longer free to turn hi:
back and walk away. Missis-
sippi and its future --- hate-
ful or hopeful — is part of
him.
He and many other Northern
'friends made in the delta this
least summer, have agreed to
,watch developments in Missis.
Isippi-
, Phil spent most of his time
in Greenwood, and if some-
'thing untoward occurs there,
lplans to return to provide
moral support for the contin•
ing rights movement,
The 22 year-old Halyard
graduate will attend law school
at the University of Chicago
this fall, as a freshman.
"I've got to go through law
'school because I'm so anxious
to have this tool — maybe to
practice there." It was at this
point that he expressed the




WILL THE REAL JACKASS PLEASE DROP DEAD
Alabama's Gov. George Wallace Pets a rived to appear before the Platform ('am.
donkey wearing an LBJ hat as he arrive, mittee.—(un To.photio
at the airport in Atlantic City. Wallace ar-
 _  
white people down there to
love Negroes, but maybe they
can get them to accept !,ome ,
change."
In Moore's view, the much
vaunted Southern moderate is.
a "myth." at lest in Missis-
sippi.
'Every time he sticks out
his nose, it get cut off. You
should have seen how fright-
ened local young whites were
when they came into COF0
offices. They're literally quak-
ing in their boots for fear
someone will see them or rec-
ognize their car parked down
the sired"
After het beating, his moth-
er in winnetka, a Vassar Col-
lege graduate, found the name
of a college class mate from
Mississippi and wrote asking
her to look out for Phil.
• When the answer finally
• .piex in the North. The North,
is worse in many ways than
Mississinpi. Thinking about it
overwhelms me I wouldn't
know where to start. The
South is a simpler situation.
''But in the long run. the
lob's got to be done here."
The reasons for his involve-
ment in Mississippi will ulti-
mately heighten hia concern
about conditions in Chicago
iand its environs.
His explanation for the de-
cision to go South may one
.clay explain his commitment
in the North,
"Morally, socially, I felt I
had no i'hoice. That is where
MONDAY, AUGUST 21
cilICAGO BAPTIST INSTI-
TUTE, registration for fall





"Raffia of Rain." 8:30 p.m.
Theatre on the Lake, Fullerton
and Lake Shore Drive. (con-





front noon until, El Sid's Tria-
non Ballroom, 6201 S. Cottage
Grove Ave. (donation $1).
,the front line of the movement — —
was.
"There was a lot of talk at
Harvard about the movement NATIONAL
,in Mississippi and academic
acceptance." His tone impliedcame back, the woman had that was Cr,,, easy. "I had to Classified Ads
• • • 
moved to Fonda, but her hus-
band turned out o e 
have a test of conviction.
"More practically. I felt I ii—r•nessais the major planatation ownersBy G. W. IVEY 
could contribute to it. I'd LIITILVY RS HAPPY JOIN Tag"unsolicited" and as an attempt ties as being the "right arm of!
Bangkok). he describes his du.l ern St. were recent visitors
with her mother, Leola Kern- and his daughter WAS one of
never worked in Mississippi. gdtcurcar,' CS'S' ass le' Gary, ind.
"Studying the  Navaho in
the Secretary" (Luther Hodges) per in Chicago, III. 
Last  rites for the late Arizona is not like going
who visited COM She did
to subvert the intelligent think- few young Mississippians
mg of the committee. I'd never known close u the 
So, 
— on. nrc".. Ted".Mrs. Mary McGee of 529 S. Charles N Curry were 
held South. In Mississippi you are 
P •'14—Issinietions
This culminated in the second His special conetrns are the at Providence Baptist Church, constantly confronted 1 forces of real poverty, real 'Liberty St. is vacationing w treturn after one N, isit, DETECTIVEcommittee-board split of the President's Applachia Regional .Ala Sunday, Aug. 2. people."really hateful whit f ar, real oppression and bit-her sisters, Mrs. Jeffye White  •• s however.day. A unanimous resolution Commission, trade expansion 'termites. TRAINING
was quickly passed instructing activities. Area Redevelopment Eulogy was b Rev W E He was se; upon and beat
and Mrs. Savanah Hammer, ,at 2 P m
in Milwaukee. Wis. and her °Cy - y * ' ' • • • ' en
•
in June by one truly hatefulWillis to refrain from including Public Affairs. and U. S. Tray-
brother. J. W Robinson in 
Jones. Mr. Curry died July
white citizen who objected to
South Bend, Ind. 24 at 5:40 p.m. He is 
survived
on voter registra-
newspaper oplaions from future el Service.
inions were mods available for TALE OF TWO DIRECTORS: 
The citizens of Jackson and by one son, eight sisters, three 
his efforts
brothers, two aunts, three ti".
communications, unless all op. • • .
Mound City are looking for-consideration. 'Last year, a prominent con- uncles andrelatives, other "it's a terribly sobering ex-
ward to the groat baseball ,Brazier led the first official gressman called the then di- wh. h will b la ed' Pool Mortuary Service di- 
Perience being there," Moore
said. He feels deeply that the
on Labor day, Mound City ' .for a committee disapproval ofirow to ask his hell) in getting Star vs The Jackson Jets was in Shelby Cemetery. 
newly formed Freedom Demo-
the board's transportation den' praise for a Negro who had The fijound City line up w'ill Willie Lee Ivory Jr. of 
San cratic Party offers the only the movie house, The 1,
Sion. been receiving a runaround. he Jerry Atwater-C, Joe Wood-At this, Whiston told the coin- Mr. Morrow handled the mat- snd b. Walter E Yandell-P,=Hee: ter personally. ,rorl Corbin-If, Eddie Ruth"Either the committee will .. . The year the same congress- Jones of Jeremiah Murnhy-ss, If hsupport
Board, or not. If not, then we 
man wrote a letter to the Hon. Grady Jones-3b, Andy Habuy.
will have to dissolve it 
Carl Rowan about the same lb, Attrel Thorpe-rf, Charles
The board president added kind of problem. Ratclff-lb, Johnny Dunlap Jr.-,
that the action would be taken Mr. Rowan declined to ham ' cf, Charles Edward-C., Mur-
so that the board would be able dle the matter personally, but rv Harris-p. Baby Ruth Jones-
to get school programs out of, sent two personnel people to Mgr., Udell McKenzie. Asst.
the debating stage, and into et!discuss the lack of promotion MPr.
feet: with the Negro in question A- Mrs. Helen Porter of 453 S.
"No matter what anyone,LONG WITH his supervisor. 1 Comberland is at home again
feels, even if it is unonimous,1 The supervisor feeling the a- after having spent a very ex-
there is nothing you can do to gamy was sympathetic to his tensive vacation with relatives
change It today." lview proved to be quite inflexl- In Cleveland, Ohio and other
The committee also voted to ble about the raise. cities in the North.
stop the Willis administration's No orchid or onion this week;
apparent determination to keep The Sykes sisters formerly
the initiative for ili 
hard to tell which one totegrating the give  of Jackson, conducted another
schools in the hands of parents. 
the USIA director.
• • • 
revival meeting at Rork Tem-
ple Church of God in Christ asAlthough transfer plans were
not accepted as a final answer 
MAJOR MEM03. Close ad- is their custom each year. They
to integration, the committee visors to the President estimate are nieces of Mrs. Chatman
told Willis that his staff should he has lost 1/2 of the South, of Rock Temple and Mr. Huh
make the transfer decisions as while some top cabinet mem• Sykes of Merry-Lane Courts
'OUR GIRLS' GET CHARM TRAIN
Robert Johnson, right, training specialist ot the Suttees'
center at the New York Urban League. present* a special
award to Ruth Eve, of 111 East 130th Street, at Cere-
monies limekiln the completion of the Charm Course offer-
ed to all girls attending the Success Center of the League,
at 204 West 136th Street. Looking on are, Back row
Hamlet Vaughan, of 1165 Longfellow Asener. Bronx, left
and Dale Coleman, of 358 East 148th Street, Jackie Well-
ington, special activities director of the Ophelia De Yore
School
(Continued From Page 1)
to order.
Most of the controversy cen-
tered around a Hauser recom-
mendation that calls for free
transportation for students w
reside more than a mile d
tont from their respecti
schools. 
have 
n° intentions of acting as and, who was a personal friend
Rev. Arthur M. Brazier, ex- lations catalysts for the Board 
of the Kennedys, will resign af-
president of The Woodlawn Or. of Education. ter the November election . . .
ganization, demanded an ex- Fu u• die ted tl t h 
'"Who will replace Shriver?" is
reauired absence, said: 1 alternates; and Mrs. Richard
"I have no desire to partIcl-IDemocrat from the Midwest is
pate in a review of school board, t delegate . . . U. S. Army ask
actions. Rather, I want to be Mg Georgia for education fund
a part of 2 flying wedge tor for the children of Lemuel
implementation of the ilauserPenn, who was allegedly shotReport for intezration of the by 4 Georgia Klansmen, no an.Chicago schools." NAACPssver from Gov. Sanders yet ...
Chicago Branch 
, ecutive director Carl A. Fuqua! 
Unable to establish rapportho
is' said he, and the committee, 
with President and Mrs. John-
ye i son, French Ambassador Mph.
.rubber stamp and consumer re-
planation of a change in the back programs that he feels 
a favorite Washington question
wording of a resolution that was wotild benefit the community as 
these days as it is felt he will
designed as a direct implemen- a whole but that h would t n-- • ot hold -both poverty and Peacetenon of a panel recommenda- participate in unclear board corp . . . Congressman Adamlion. in anipulat ions. .C'. Powell was openly critical,'
Most of Fuqua's direct ques• 
of HEW Secretary Celebrene,Brazier's opposition stemmed
from the changing in a remit'.
lions received only stalling a . 
via a telephone call recently.
tion to provide free transpor- swers from the board preside; His complaint: a few top lobstation to students who would be
and superintendent of schools, for Negroes, and even LESStransferred as part of the in- The minister stated that thitillimm°U°111'tegration Plan. is the usual tactic employed to As Chairman of the Education
Originally, the phrase said the evade questions which cause and Labor Committees in the
board "would provide" trans- the school heads discomfort: I House, Powell speaks with au-
portation. This was changed to The idea is to stall until it thority,
state that the board would 'con• becomes necessary to close the e
seder providing transportation." meeting." 
-secretary Luther Hodges
spoke strongly for human rightsThe latter wording was adop- The tactic was used several in his home state, N. C. at anted after the board failed in ef- times on sevarai questions dur.
ing the meeting. A quick ad- ye,- 1
AME meet, which attracted ()-forts to find a way to avoid — .
the free transportation . lio irnment was finally called to, 
Remember 
Negro churchmen
wad off further discussion on the Negro youth
Brazier, and apparently most i
other members of the commit. the matters the committee had found dead while the''FBI was
tee, took the phrasing as a nee- no chance to honestly review. looking for Cheney, Sehwerner
alive reaction to the Hauser • • • •
free transportation suggestion.
Wilils attempted to lustily thCe. F D R
Schools Supt. Benjamin
move by quoting from an edi-
torial from a daily newspaper (Continued From Page 1)
which attacked the report's au-
thor,Dr. Phillip M. Hauser, ship"
an Goodman in Mississippi:
No word on solution to this
crime. Why?
• • •
JOKE OF THE MONTH: Re.
cently Mississippi's Gov. John-
son bragged about his state's
- "low crime rate." Wonder what
and an exceprt from a Robert "They (businessmen) know it would be if they COUNTED IF. Kennedy statement which and respect the President and Negroes or even REPORTED
called school transfer plans that know what to expect from him.' deaths and disappearances?required bussing of "students Undersecretary since 1961 at 
t another to
• -
, son, Tenn. were Nobles Ozell
Byrd, W. E. Warlick, Gant
- Cunningham, A. M. Dobbins,
Aaron Wadley, Dtrs. Mary L.
Buckley, Bobbie L. Patties,
Fanny Dobbins, Jaunita Bell,
Mettle Sue Byrd, James Anna
Briggs and Lucile Finley.
They all reported a very
pleasant trip.
Mrs. Josie Johnson of Grand
Rapids, Mich, is visiting in
the home of her son and
daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Johnson at 116 Cen-•
tral St.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Lake
of Spokane, Wash, were re-
cent guests in the home of
Mrs. Augusta Light Co Insti-
tute St.
Mrs. Leiden, Riley of New-
ark. N. J. is visiting her moth-
er. Mrs. Jessie Savage. at 409
Institute St. and her brother,
Isaiah W. Savage at 440 S.
Church St.
Services for Charlie John-
son, 77, of 607 Madison St.
were held at Cain Creek Bap-
tist Church with the Rev. A.
E. Freeman officiating. Burial
was in the church cemetery
with Bledsoe Funeral Home
in charge,
satisfy some racial groups ap- one of the largest oldline agen- TEN
parently uncnstitutional." . cies (30,000 people, 39 field of- JACKSON
fices 130 commercial attaches, By C. A. AGNEW 
ALABAMAThe clippings, included in ma- 
tenet given the committee as  .and 5 trade centers in London, Mrs. Gladys Glenn andinformation on board decisions. BESSEMERTokyo. Frankfurt, Milan and daughter, Kitty of 205 South-were immediately attacked as
• • •
The Missionary Society of
Macedonia Baptist Church
presented a musical program
which consisted for the most
part of local talent. Mrs. Chris-
tine Keene and Mrs. Lula Hall
were featured in special vocal
numbers.
Mrs. Mary Alice Sam n and
Mrs. Daisy Ruth Show were
in charge of the affair, which
was very largely attended.
The Rev. R. J. Page is pastor.
, 40,
ING (AS IF THEY NEED IT)
School, Miss Eve and Mr. Johnson. sponsored by Artra
Cosmetics, the Charm Course runs for ten weeks at the
Onhella De yore School under the direction of Jacqueline
Wellington. The Course Is designed to teach girls hair STY'
ling. the proper use of make-up, wardrobe and aecessors
seiretion, posture, speech and etiquette. During the tell
weeks, the students are conducted on field trips, vlsithit




split which unanimously called rector of USIA Edward Mut, • I
• • •
rected the interment. Burial
Francisco, Calif. is enjoying
himself with his grandmothers,
Mrs. Luberta Chatman and
Mrs. Hattie Ivory: his father,
Willie Ivory Sr.: and other re-
latives and friends.-
Get well wishes to Mrs. Bes-
sie L. Ivey, L. G. Miller Sr.,
Mrs, Fannie Forman, Mrs.




By MRS. P. BILLINGSLEA
Mrs. L. Mabry, H. Miller,
Ramp Harris, and Mrs. Pear-
leane Billingslea attended the
memorial service of Mrs.
' The young Winnetkan sym-
bolizes many of the white
Isummer volunteers from good
schools and prosperous neigh-
borhoods, basically unfamiliar
with the civil rights struggle
lin their own areas, who chose
Ito go to Mr sissippi out of
Iconviction. Phil doesn't men-
lion it but he gave up a lazy
summer abroad with his
'friends.
AS they return this fall to
their various communities,
many rights volunteers face
Phil Moore's problem settling
back into a safe, respectable
niche provided by family and
friends but at the same time.
carrying the heavy load of
Mississippi on their backs.
The slim, blond young man
'with the steady, deep set blue
eves, speaks with intensity on
the necessity for change in
the deep South.
constructive chance for basic
change.
"Our only hope is if the
FDP delegation is seated with
half a vote. The key to change
ere is politicalpower. f this
channel is closed off symboli-
cally by throwing the FDP
out, of the Democratic Nation-
al Convention then violence in
a tactical sense may be the re-
sult.
"Young Negro men. 18-24.
wanted to integrate and sit
in as soon as the civil rights
act was passed. We had
.trouble stopping them in the
last three weeks but we man-
aged to channel their energies
into voter registration.
i "If the FDP is killed, these
'people won't have any choice,
By Robert B. Phillips, Sr.. Principal
42 year. Detective experience. Formerly
• Oov. Special Agent For free par-
ticulars Write the Phillips Secret Service.
1•17 North Kenneth Aye . Chicago se,
IllinOls.
32—Male & Female Help
Wanted
• • •
Moore was dismayed at the
total power of the White Citi-
zens Council groups in Missis-
sippi-
When young Silas McGhee
(shot in the face a few days
ago) first integrated the La --
Fiore Theatre in Greenwood, C •
• Proof reedier'local
white newspaper editor walk- Continued From Page I • Floormen
ed through the line and mere-
on outdoor stage, south of field -
and go home."
That night, Moore said, the CCCO, benefit bar-be-rue and
editor's house was stoned and patio party, 6 p.m, 1316 E. Mad-
ison Park. (donation $5 per per•the next morning, he was fir-
son or $7.50 per couple).
OMEGA PSI PHI FRATER-,
ed by his newspaper. lie
'might have been stoned a lot
of places, but lobe able to get NITY, benefit cabaret party: eNn
his job that quickly. that's the for COFO, 19 p.m., El-Sid's Tn-
way the Council operates in anon Ballroom, 6201 S. Cottage'
Mississippi" Grove Ave. rued to RtOI retail ad verlialng laIn, Merlyn!. market. Ws pay 25 perMoore believes the federal and 30 her cunt contract corn-
* •
government should investigate SUNDAY, AUCUST 23 'irWe.""!: 
 on 
"11111-°Sirkr F. nlf: FENthe White Citizens Councils, HOUSE OF KNOWLEDGE, 2311 14, 10.11,174iiTON ST,
EllfertOl, IRNISION1611and authorize FBI agents to Inside reports on New York and
"I was contributing toward
a revolution, even starting a
new political party because








2400 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL-606I6
make on the spot arrests in
rights cases as they now do
In dope cases.
"They should be stationed
New Jersey riots, talk by Peter
Alvarez, 4-6 p.m., 3831 S. Michi-
gan Ave.
MORGAN PARK CIVIC
Billingslea's husband, the late Violence will seem their only in every town whore some LEAGUE, INC., 17th AnnualRev. M. C. Billingslea, at way to get a federal confront.- major event is taking place, Flower show, 2:30-5:30 p.m.Redd Baptist Church, Eupora. tion in Mississippi.
Miss. 
1st tOeOr , people a n   FBaIr e goingnian  s h oto u l dr e gbie. sAtcl a Park House, 11250 S. Ada
. , "There's • good chance,"





BERN S. LUCKY NUMSKR PRATES
candle while praying for your bleep
surs Rend Si 00 R I. Prods Box 536
Chicago. III , (10690.
107—Real F.stato For Salo
ALAMEDA Wart. & LANLI ONLily Lake for sale. NI-60 Righway
lOne. Mich . Rt. I, Rog CC-S.
he purpose of Integra- bens say he's lost ALL of the The Imperil Shriner% Con' Convention was held in Goods terrible blodshed but there's stand arrest without clearance TTAGE ASSOCIATION, second
Atty. George N. Leighton, a Negro delegates from Minneso-jWashington Ave. and Charles
committee member who sent a to: Michigan has the largest l St. in St. Louis, Mo,
letter to partly compensate for number of Negro delegates and Those attendng from Jack-
long al; t
non is kept in mind. south Delegate news: no venton was held recently at man Baptist Church last Sun- a good chance Mississio,1 if they see a policeman beat' annual celebration of DuSable
Week, exhibit on the life and num 01„1.HELP YOUHOW is I ache or
day. Collected was $101. R. T. whites are beginning to see the someone up."
achievements of DuSable, 3n6 E. w,eon.A tx1V, r, .14̂ 44.errrd Mdrunit
43rd St. Michigan. Chimer,. III.
• • •
The nation has a great many
Brandon of Durant is ores- realities of change.
ident. "No one is going lo get
He believes the race prob-
lem is "ten times more corn•
PRAYER CAN












STAY HERE AND KEEP
FIRMS.' IM &ONG '






cousN SMASH is 'BLOC KIN
THE FRONT --̀ 0012 WITH
HIS TWO-C. CLOCK NAP!
THE CISCO
AM '60! I HEARD
A SHOT!
&ET DOWN PRONTO OR
Y1.„0.21_L.,FEEL ONE
ETTA KETT








ww/ FOR 15 ALL.
THIS SI400TiNGS
V
yOu'RE PRETTY) AND SOME-






I HOPE HE DON r
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yEE IF I CAN
FINP A GUEST
REGISTER!
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WAIT, KIT! THERE IS A
PATE THISR.G.... 13 St MONTH,







IN ONE OF THEM
FLASHY FOREIGN
SPORrs CARS
ARE WE AGREED PHIL
THERE ARE ONLY THRF-6





STILL PaiNDiNG A SEAT, HEY, I HAVEN'T
EH BUT YOu ALWAYS , SEEN YOU IN..,
WERE 56 ON FRESH iEmmE SEE-MR:x.1T














IF I (.3C) TO THE MOVIES





NEVER SAW Him UNTIL. A FEW
MINUTES bEr-oRE THE SHOOTING.











MONTHS OF 2.8 DAY
EACH....
UI
VVHY DON'T YOU TEACH HIM
TO &ZING YOUR PAPER IN?
I THAT'S A LAUC7H!







WE.LL,NOMV, I'M NOT UP ON
THE YOUNGER GETS
ETIQUETTE! DID SHE
SAY WHY YOU HAD TOE)
•--





Z.547... THAT WA.E THE
LAST R.EcoR.Dao r:46,TEI
WE LEFT 04,AX OWN
CENTURY MOMIS THAN
455 YEARS A,30- TM
SO SORR`V,BRICK,THAT
I STRANDED uS HERE'
NOW,WHO'D WANT -To wA5TE A 5Lu6
/ ON JOHNNY DUKE? MAYBE- MAYBE
IT WAS YOU THEY WANTED, MR. BOLT.,
MAYBE.... PT..,
sANC''.
MASTERSON-THE OFFICER WHO HELPED
BRING HIM IN-SAYS HE WAS ONCE A COP




.: SHE SURE DiD!



















TO Tl-IINK I DIDN'T (GLUE
THAT RU6 SALESMAN
WHEN H SAID HE














































MISS MATTALYN FAY McKINNEY
the pastor, Rev. P. Gonya
Hentrel officiating. A recep-
tion is to take place at the NASHVILLE — Samuel F.ing in the world of today and
home of the bride's mother, Yette, Peace Corps executive working for the world of to-
immediately afterwards,
laughter of Mathew McKin- . secretary and a graduate of
MISS McKinney who will Tennessee A&I State univer-ney of Wendy Dr.
Mr. Mayhue is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. May-
hue, Sr., of 307 Hernando St.
nassas high school. ' school class.
FROM TRINIDAD, WEST INDIA TO MEMPHIS came
Miss Irma LaGuerre (third from left) to study advance
courses in hair-styling at the lonia's Poro Beauty School.
748 Williams Ave. Above, Miss LaGuerre is surrounded by
the school's alumnae who were among the guests at a lunch-
eon given in the honor of Miss LaGuerre. Hostesses Includ-
ed Mrs. Thelma Bane.), Mrs. Anna Willis. Mrs. Dais 1.)
Norman and Mrs. Velma Sherman. Seated, left-right, are
Mrs. Maggie Byrd. Miss Martha Alston. Mrs. Genella
Mrs. Mildred McWilliams The marriage is scheduled
McKinney of 1002 Leath St.,I to take place in September at
announces t h e engagement Trinity C.M.E. church with
and forthcoming marriage of
her daughter, Mattayn Fay, to
Edward Columbus Mayhue,
Jr.
Miss McKinney is also the
Summer Grads Of A I
Hear Yette Of Nee
teach English at Lester high sity, was the commencement
school this fall, is a graduate speaker when 248 graduated
of LeMoyne college and Ma- ' in the school's largest summer
Mr. Mayhue, a graduate of , Yette, speaking to a capa-
Returns Home After , Booker T. Washington high 'city audience, challenged the; school and LeMoyne college, members of the graduating
( is presently teaching at Wit- classes to promote the cause
I ham R. Golden high school in of civil rights by solving the
California Visit . Terrell, Ark, problems of poverty while liv-
Florida St., has returned home
after being the house guest of
her nephew and his wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie W. Turner
of Sacramento, Calif.
She also visited friends in
Los Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs. Turner enter- :
tained at a buffet supper for
Mrs. Woods.
Mrs. Wools also visited with
Ole following former Mem-
phians: Mr. and Mrs. L. V.
Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Lacy
Knox and Dempsey Randolph,
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Logan,
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Gooss,
Richard Reeves a n d Mrs.
Laura Williams as well a:,






"Go" is the Word
In Our Snootie
Black, Tan, Brown
Freedom workers, Mary Lovelace, Jackson, Miss.; Lester
McKinnee, Nashville, Tenn.; Marshall Brown, Lakewood,
N. J.; and Dorothy flats ,of the Harvard Law School all
came to Atlantic City, New Jersey to lobby for a strong civil
rights platform seating of the Mississippi Freedom Demo-
cratic Party at the National Democratic Convention. The
group is setting up protest signs for the demonstrations slat.










A na t I ve of Harriman, and support . . . Politics must
Tenn., and the first editor or become at least a secondary mg His Blessings and His
TSU's student newspaper, concern for all of you as never help, but knowing that here
"The Meter," Yvette told the before." on earth God's work mustaudience, "You are, of course, Yette warned the students truly be our own."
challenged to continue the so- to "make no mistake, it is a -
cial revolution to achieve dig- new world. It is unlike your
nity and equality of oppor- old world that offers securi-
tunity for all the people of ty in ignorance, the luxury
this nation." of double standards, the plea
Yette said three areas must of 'nob o contendre', and escape
be of special interest to the from responsibility."
graduates "politics, inter- Closing with what he called
Goodman, Mrs. Astilee Dellhunt. and Mrs. Debris Milan
Standing: Mrs. Hattie L. Sykes, Mrs. Louise Ligon and
Mrs. Ines Morris. In a welcoming-committee meeting Miss
LaGuerre at the Municipal Airport were: Mrs. Ionia Coch-
reit. owner of the school. Mrs. Vilirie Filer, Mrs. Jewel Gen-
try Hulbert. Mrs. Gertrude Armstrong, Mrs. Abble Clay,
Lonnie Cobb, Mrs. Pearline Elmore, Mrs. Agile Lee Dell-
Miss Leora Gipson, Miss Dorothy Reed and Mrs. Li-
ton.
nationalism a n d attitudes
suitable for a new era."
POLITICAL CREATURES
"The civil rights bill and
the anti-poverty bill were both
creatures of politics," Yette
said, "and the changes yet to
be made to meet the prob-
lems of entrenched disadvan-
tage and automation must
also have great political vision
Needed At Once, 6 Energetic Salesmen. Neat In
Appearance and Interested in Making Up to $150.00
Per Week. Car Essential. Salary Plus Commission
While In Training.
Apply 1940 SOUTH LAUDERDALE
Definitely continental in flair
is this outstanding cape
suit, fashioned by Crestmoor
of imported 100% wool
-"Kingston" tweed. In Toast
or Green, it has its own
double-knit, full length sleeve
blouse. Sizes 8 to 18,
9fttedot4a'4 94de44a
Store Hours:
• s:30 AM - 5:30 PM
Thursday 9:30 AM -8:30 PM
ALN. Main Street Phone 525-200
_
the "classic challenge" of our
i m e. he quoted President
Kennedy: "Whether you are
citizens of America or citizens
of the word, ask of us the
same high standards of
strength and sacrifice we ask
of you. With a good con-
science our only sure reward,
with history the final judge
of our deeds,• let us go forth
to lead the land we love, ask-
BEAUTY SHOP
519 Vance Ave 5277150
COMPLETE BEAUTY
SERVICE
Mat) rilf Illg on d FeMale For
MEN and WOMEN






With the Price Of A Permanent
thes• are th•styl•s wears offering
• Hair Styling • Conditioning
• Hair Cuts
W. Specialize, in Setting Wigs
















Also have a few Mud 8, Snow Tires
just sl°° More






tree 8 till 9 FREE








GENE "SO LEGS" MILLER




CITY AUDITORIUM NORTH HALL
FEATURING
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AND I SAY UNITE
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell (D-N. Y.) addresses a rally
 of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colo
red
People in Atlantic City, N, J. Powell spoke in advance of
the opening of the National Democratic Convention. (UPI
Telephoto)
Communist Chief Davis
Dead Of Cancer At 60
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Benjamin J. Davis, 60, a leadH
er of the American Communist
Party and former New York
City Councilman died in Beth.
Israel Hospital of lung cancer.
Davis had been ill since Feb-
ruary. He entered the hospitall
August 8 after having spent
several weeks in the hospital'
in July.
Davis was convicted in 1949
along with 10 other Communist
party leaders of conspiring to
teach and advocate the forci-
ble overthrow of the U.S. Gov-
ernmer.t. He was sentenced to
five years in prison.
When he died, Davis along
with Gus Pall, another leader
of the party, was under indict-
ment for failure to register the
Communist Party as agents of
the Soviet Union under the Mc
Carran Act.
"he Communist Party, U.S.A.
BENJAMIN DAVIS
noting Davis' death, said in a
statement, "He Was a fighter
for the full citizenship of the
Negro American. He advocated
unity of Negro and white on
every front. He advanced the
cause of the working class on
the path to socialism."
Davis, a Negro, Was born in
Dawson, Ga., and graduated
4
NAZIS BATTLE AT CONVENTION
Members of the American Nazi Party (uniform., at left) bat.
tie with pedestrians and police at the Atlantic City, N. J.
site of the Democratic National Convention. (UPI Telephoto)
from Amherst College with a
bachelor's degree. He received
a law degree from the Harvard
Law School in 1932.
In 1959, Davis was named
national secretary of the Corn-
munist Party. His title at the I
time of death was secret, ap-
parently as a result of his dif-
ficulties with the government.
But he was known to be one
of the top men in the party
here.
Davis was elected to the New
York City Council in 1943 un-
der the proportional represen-
tation system, whereby midi.
dates collecting the largest
number of votes got the avail-
able seats.
He was re-elected in 1945.
Several years later, while he
was still a council member, he
was indicted under the Smith
Act. When he was convicted, he
was expelled from the council.
Davis spent three years and
four months in a federal prison
as a result of the conviction.
Later he got two months for
contempt resulting from his ac-
tions as a witness in another
trial of communists.
Davis is survived by his wid-
ow, the former Nina Stamler;
a daughter, Emily, 6; and a
sister, Mrs. John Carey.
A funeral service for Davis,
who lived in Harlem, will be '
conducted at the First Corinth-
ian Baptist Church in Harlem.
1, 2, 3, And Out
MALIBU, Calif. — (UPI) —
Things went from bad to worse
when Leonard Hartley of Los 1
Gatos, Calif., accidentally
drove his car into the rear of
a parked 1964 sportscar.
T h e mishap touched off a
chain reaction crash that end-
ed up with four heavily-dam-
aged cars parked in front of
the Malibu sheriff's substa-
tion.
Three of the damaged cars
belonged to sheriff's deputies.
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
I Street Address Zone Na 
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
I TO
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
C.ty  State 








2 and 5 holes 300 sheets
3 holes 250 sheets
Full semester's supply of
stanclard size, high count
filler paper with water-
proof ruling.








Cover folds under — flat
— for space saving. 2 or
3 rings. Complete with
loose leaf organizer index
and paper with water-
proof ruling.








You save 49c on the famous
fountain pen that writes
smooth, loads in seconds
without fuss or muss.





Famous hooded point pen
plus 12 cartridges. No messy
ink stains or spilled bottles
— won't skip or leak.
Ball Point Pens
1O66(
6 retractable pens that are
refillable. 4 colored-ink
pencil stick pens.





Plus 2 Ball Pens
All for
Only 88c
A package of value that's
hard to beat. You get 30
regular 5z pencils plus 2
ball point pens, at this un-
heard of saying price.
Big, Handy Hold-All School Bags
Plenty of Jouni for hooks or lunch
inside, plus safe outside zippered
section and buckle pocket. Handle
and removable shoulder-strap-
carrier, leather-like plastic, secure
buckle closings, metal corners.
$177
KRESS
MONDAY & THURSDAY 9:30 til 9:00
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY,i
SATURDAY 9:30 til 5:30
9 NO. MAIN STREET
migegmeareseeta 
WELCOME WEEK XXVI
CITY - U.S. GOVERNMENT • MILITARY PERSONNEL ARE 
INVITED TO THE
BEST DEALS FITTED FOR THE POCKET'S ALLOWANCE, ON 
OUR USED CAR
PAGE - NOTES, DOWN PAYMENT, ETC. 
THREE REASONS-WELCOME WEEK - USED CAR SHOPPERS
Earn Big Dividends, By Simply Following Up This Weekly Display of 
Bargains
Better Values To The Customers
Lower Prices More and Better Cars To Choose From






1960 Olds. 98 
H.T.. Autom. R.H., P.B.S., Fact. Air.
1959 Olds. 98 Holiday 
Sedan, Autom. R.H., P.S.B., Air.
1958 Olds, 4 Dr. Sedan 




1962 Chev. Wagon  1995
R. H. Bittern. Full Power Air.
1963 TR 4 Triumph 
R. H., Convt.
$2195
 FREE OIL 
For As Long As You Own The Car!
1961 Ford 2 Dr., R. H  $995
Straight Drive
1959 Pont. 4 Or., Sedan  $995
R. H , Buten). P.S.B.
1 960 Ford Fair1ane  '995
500 R.H.. Autom. P.B.S.
I 962 Pont, Cat. 4 Dr.  '1995
Sedan, R.H., Autom, Air.
1963 F-85 4 Dr. Sedan  S2095
Fact. Air., New Car Warranty
1956 Olds. 4 Dr. Sedan  '395
1959 hlercurY   $895
Dr. Sedan, R.N., Autom.
SAVE
1960 Olds. Convt
R. H., Autom. P.S.B.
  $1495,
1960 Olds. 88 
4 Dr., Sedan R.H., Autom. P.S.B.
1962 Olds. 88 4 Dr 
Autom., R. H. Factory Air





1962 Olds. F-85  1695
2 Dr. Sedan Autom., R.H., W.S.W.
1959 Olds. 884 Or 




962, Union BR 6-6613
e Check These Prices & Cars 4to
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‘HUNTER DIRECTS CLINIC Lester, with a powerful ag- '
I Apparently having won his :gregatton, was upset in the
*battle to justify his capabili- semi-finals by Chattanooga's;ties as head basktball coach 'Riverside.
!att Tennessee A&I State uni- The A&I mentor was hope-•versity, energetic Harold,ful that the local coache--lunter was in town all of , would have taken a more act!last week to become better lye part in the clinics. How-acquainted with this area's ever, many were caught in:cage coaches and to conduct the middle of vacations or had'workouts for junior and sen- to leave to attend various of-lor high school players, ficials' organizational meet-
•
Daily drills were held at ings.
'Porter, Melrose and Manassas. GRIDDERS CLASH FRIDAY
-.Woodstock was the site for After at least four weeks of
:nightly demonstrations for the practice, foinballs will fill the
'!county hoopsters. The week air tonight (Friday) at Mel-
'.of instruction included a 11 rose Stadium, when the Prep
hues of the game, but the League stages its annual high
anost emphasis was placed on school Jamboree. Fans will get
;fundamentals. a peek at their favorites with
•. By the end of the week, the the eight schools playing one
- break-neck schedule of two quarter each. The Northeast
hours of cage teaching at four squad will consist of Douglass,
different gyms had taken its Lester, Manassas and Melrose. '•
toll on Coach Hunter, who , The Southwest contingent will
carried back to Nashville a field teams from Carver, Fa-
mild case of laryngitis. ther Betrand, Hamilton and
Hunter was inspired to take Booker T. Washington.
on the task of helping" to im- When league action gets
prove West Tennessee basket- underway next week, the
ball, after watching our en- teams will be in hot pursuit
trants in the state tourna- of Washington and potential-
• ments year after year lay ly strong Melrose. The two
prostrate at the feet of Middle teams tied for the city title
',,and East Tennessee teams, last seam., with identical 6-1






Boy Scout Program Offers Excellent Opportunity
for Career Men.
Splendid openings for young men with college de-
gree in areas of Leadership, Organization, Admini-
stration, Promotion and Publicity.
Special Training Will Be Given at the
NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL New Jersey
Salaries camps rob I e with Teachers and other
Professions.
For Further Information Call
Chickasaw Council B.S.A. Office
525-2351 — N . B. Powell
CHEVROLET TRUCKS
NEW or USED
OVER 100 TO CHOOSE
VERY BEST PRICES
HOEHN TRUCK CENTER






SEAT COVERS • CONVERTIBLE TOPS - ARM REST
S
HEADLINING • DOOR & SIDES - FLOOR CARPETS
TRUCK SEATS • ROLLS & PLEATS
NO DOWN PAYMENT






1960 PLY. Fury 2 Dr., H.T., Solid BlackV-8, R.H., Automatic 
1961 PONT. 2 Dr., Fully EquippedPower & Air 
' 1959 FORD 4 Dr., Sedan, V-13R.H., Automatic 
1961 FALCON 4 Dr.R.H., S. Irma 
1961 RAMBLER Wagon 4 Dr., CrossCountry, R.H., S. Trans 
1961 1. reedfeilvetek FTualti) Power
1963 GAL. FORD SOO 4 Dr., SedanR.N., autem., P 
1963 RAMBLER 4 Dr. Sedan
6 Cyl., Ufa. Trans..
I 1962 FORD SO 0 4 Dr., Sedan











Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company




THE GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER
Polaris submarine will resemble the above
sub when it is completed in 1967. It is be-





lieved that this is the first time that a U.S.
submarine has been named in honor of an
American Negro, (U.S. Navy Photo)
Name Submarine After Negro
George Washington Carver
The keel of the Polaris
submarine George Washington
Carver (SSBN 658) was laid
at the Newport News Ship-
building and Dry Dock com-
pany, in Newport News, Va.
Aug. 24.
Named after the famed
biology teacher of Tuskegee
Institute, the Carver is the
38th of a planned fleet of 41
missile-firing nuolear-power-
ed submarines in the United
States Navy.
Polaris submarines have
been operating for the last
four years in defense of this
country. The first, USS George
Washington (SSBN 598), de-
ployed in November 1960.
George Washington Carver
joins a long list of outstanding
men for whom Polaris subma-
rines are named.
Already operating with the
fleet are such ships as the
Thomas Jefferson, Theodore
Roosevelt, Abraham Lincoln,
Patrick Henry, Thomas A. Ed-
ison, Nathan Hale, Woodrow
Wilson and Lafayette.
Being readied for use are
Tecumseh, named after the
Indian chief, Simon Bolivar,
honoring the famous South
American liberator, Kameha-
meha, named for the Hawaiian
King, and Mariano G. Vallejo,
after the California patriot,
NEW YORK — "There is
life on Mars," says a leading
, botanist and biologist in the
current issue of PAGEANT
magazine.
According to Dr. Frank H.
Salisbury, a 1:irofessor of bot-
any at Colorado State univer-
sity, and evaluation of all
available evidence leads him
to the conclusion that our
nearest neighboring planet not
only sustains life, but that life
might very well have intelli-
gence equal to, or perhaps
even greater than our town.
greater than our own.
The most significant proof
of the existence of some form
of life on Mars is the existence
of changing colored markings
on the planet, which vary in
size according to the differ-
ent climatic conditions
throughout the year. Dr. Salis-
bury believes that these chang-
ing masses represent vegeta-
tive life.
One of the crucial evi-
dences that leads the author to
believe in the existence of in-
telligent life on Mars is the
vast network of lines visible
through telescopes and inter-
preted by competent scientists
as a "canal system."
be launched in about a year.
The submarine will be 425
feet long and displace some
7,000 tons — more than a
World War If light cruiser.
She will be equipped with 18
Polaris A-3 missiles, each with
2,880 mile range, capable of
reaching any spot on earth
from the ocean depths.
The Carver will have two
crews — about 130 Navy men
in each crew. The submarirm
is expected to be completed
and ready for patrol in 1967,
when the entire Polaris force
will be operational.
President Lyndon B. John-
son said: "One of these subs
armed with 16 Polaris missiles
has an explosive punch great-
er than all the destructive
power unleashed by all the
guns, cannons, planes and ships
on both sides during all of
The Carver is expected to World War II
."
, which was a teen-aged hangout
Missiles Hurled Shots and ordered five 
hamburgers
When the ,,1Negroes — three
Fired In S.C. Race Riot 
boys and three girls—left the
restaurant they were followed
to a beer parlor frequented by
BLACKSBURG, S. C.—(UPI) Authorities estimat
ed about 
Negroes three blocks away. A
i
— Roaming bands of Negroes 100 
whites and 86 Negroes were 
crowd gathered and before long
shots rang out n the night.
Police said Negroes and
whites roamed the streets in
cars and on foot firing shots
and tossing rocks and bottles.
and whites hurled rocks and 
Involved in Use rigaung.
highway patrolmen and Cher°.
bottles at each other in a three kee County Officers were call'
hour weekend racial clash in ed in to assist The town's tiny
this quiet Piedmont town.
Police said several shots
were fired, but no injuries were
reported and there were no ar-
rests.
police force in restoring order.
The disorder was touched off
when six Negroes, said to be
from nearby Shelby, N. C„ en-
tered a white-only restaurant
SEWERS ond DRAINS
' UNNECESSARY DIGGING"
*-SINK LINES - TOILETS













1 274-6765Rea AdviceEtplein Vow Preblern to• Skilled Sor•ice MechanicNo Unnec sssss y Waiting
demmummummeiss••••••••••usem•












• SUMMER AVE. 
CAR WASH
• 3100 Summer at Baltic
Illiermssammu••••••••••••••••E
Sat. or Sum. $1.25
Set. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Son. Open S A.M. to 2 P.M.
CHUCK FIUTTON CO.
1981 OLDS. Super 88 contot  S1895
Autem. Trans., R.H., P.S.B, W.S.W., Like
New Top. Beautiful One Owner Car
See
Mr. Bill Lempkins
1170 Union Av. 276-4418
Most of the gunfire was belles,
ed to have come from whites
riding through the town. Police
said most of the Negroes in-
volved stood on street corners
hurling objects at passing cars.
"If we were in one place we
would hear firing someplace
else," an officer said. "When
we got over there it would be
somewhere else."
"The intricate patterns of
the system," says Dr. Salis-
bury, "seem to indicate that
they are not the result of a
natural phenomenon, but per-
haps a deliberate communica-
tions - and - water distribution
system."
Another of the unexplained
phenomena of our time, which
Dr. Salisbury sees as suppor-
tive evidence for his thesis,
are reports of unidentified fly-
ing objects sighted frequently
since 1947. The correlation be-
tween the closeness of Mars
and the number of. sightings
at these times, combined with
reports from reputable eye-
witnesses, also lead the author-
scientist to the same conclu-
sion.








































Manassas vs. Melly High










Melrose vs. F. Bertrand
Carver vs. Manassas
Washington vs. Douglass
Lester vs. Mitchell Rd.
Hamilton vs. Manassas




Carver vs. F. Bertrand







F. Bertrand vs. Hamilton
Washington vs. Cameron




Wednesday. 4 Lester vs. Washington
Thursday, 5 Hamilton vs. Carver
Friday, 6 Manassas vs. Mitchell




32 Years At Same Location
WE STAND BEHIND OUR
USED CARS
O.P. Donald Motoks Co.
426 Union Ave. 526-4840
32 YEARS ON THE HILL
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY










CLASSES BEGIN --SEPTEMBER 10
(We participate in the National Defense Student Loan Program)
Henderson Business College, Inc.
Accredited by Accrediting Commission for Bus.ineis Schools

















1-..)ST TIME 8:00 P. M.
RACING THRU 













INTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS ARKANSAS
Big I) 10th & 11th Races
'age 12 DEFENDgli SATURDAY, AUGUST 29, 1961
Outlaw Clay-Liston Bout
British Boxing Bd. Urges
LONDON — (UPI) — The British Boxing Board
of Control is asking the American World Boxing As-
sociation to outlaw the proposed World Heavyweight
Championship return fight between Sonny Liston and
Cassius Clay. it was announced.
Teddy Waltham, the
general secretary said, "anYAy. That leaves only the so-such fight would be the re- called World Boxing ASSOCil-suit of a return match COD tion, and we are hoping that
tract, which the whole of box. they, too will show a sense ofLug now affirms to be highly
undesirable.'
He went on, "This plus the
unsatisfactory nature of the
first Clay-Liston fight in Mia-
mi last Febreuary, makes the
whole business of a return
bout deplorable, undesirable
and a great disservice to the
sport.
"The European Boxing Union
and the New York Athletic
Commission have already ex-
pressed similar views, ()deist-
.
CASSnal CLAY
Los Angeles, 252,700; Sanup in some communities." Francisco, 80,702; Philadelphia,
ile said the project, however, 313,551; Pittsburgh, 60,467; At-
was not directed at "supporting tante, 113,813; Baltimore, 179,
or defeating any particular can- 742; Cleveland, 145,23; Detroit, Swingin Weddin
didate—and certainly it is not 273,725; New Orleans, 125,752; GROTON, England — (UPI)aimed at any political party." New York, 706,861, St. Louis,
The League's plans ea for 120,970: Memphis, 99,242; New- 
Jennifer Piper, 20, and or 357-2524.' 
ark, 79,404; and Chicago, 471. 
Charles Patridge, 22, who met Houses For Sale
290. 
at a jazz ball four years ago,  - 
said they will be married in 
• a ceremony featuring jazz HOUSE FOR SALE
SONNY LISTON
Text Of Democratic Rights Plank
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. — (UPI) — The follow-
ing is the text of the civil rights plank of the 1964
Democratic platform draft:
DEMOCRACY OF OPPORTUNITY
The variety of our people is the source of our
cause of disunity or discord. Thel
strength and ought not to be a l
whelming support of both par-*Wits of all our citizens mustIties, this new law impairs the;
of 
opurrotleacntde do baenyded If the laws
firms the rights of all Ameri-'
rights of no American; it sf-1
enIs to be safe for Democracy. ,cans. Its purpose is not to di.
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 vide but to end division. notdeserves and requires full ob-,to curtail the opportunities of
servance by every Americanany, but to increase opportuni-
and fair, effective enforcement
to promote further our commit-
ties for all; not to punish, but
,if Rtheesrteingis napnnyndesfanu
ait:ional con-iment to freedom, the pursuit of The immigration laws must
census expressed by the over-justice, and a deeper respeetl be revised to peimit families to
13 Of 114 Illinois Delegates Are Negro
ATLANTIC CITY, N. . — Aging Cong. William
L. Dawson is leading an Illinois contingent of six Ne-
groes delegates and seven Negro alternates at the
Democratic National Convention in Convention Hall.
The Illinois delegation ranks behind Michigan
and New York, respectively,
for the title of the states with

















To 'Shine' For Safety
More than 7,000 Southern
Bell employees throughout
Tennessee will participate in
a "Light the Way for Highway
Safety" campaign over the
president and general mana-
ger announced this week.
Employees will turn on
their car lights as they leave
work Friday afternoon. Sep-
unity in seeing that this fight
does not take place in any of
their affiliated states. Clay ver-
sus Liston, in our view, should
be barred," Waltham said.
The WBA will hold its annual
convention at Norfolk, Va., Au-
gust 26-30, at which time the
Association will consider the
advisability of a return Clay-
Liston fight.
Urban League Kicks Off
Nationwide Vote Drive
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —The National Urban
League has announced a "tparch to the ballot box"
project in 68 cities in an "intensive, non-partisan vo-
ter education campaign" aimed mainly at cities with











lined mass.aull The League listed the follow-d em on -VYllitneY Young lug target cities and their num-strations and to ber of eligible Negro voters:
the recent riots that have flared
'-ending 12-man "organizing
teams" into 14 major target ci-
ties to mobilize church, social
organizations and civic groups
,behind the drive.
Thousands of volunteers would
be recruited for a door-to-door
A
effort to register all eligible
Negro voters the League said
Dawson, Ald. Kenneth Camp-
bell, Aid. Claude Holman,
George Leighton, Corneal
Davis, and Rev. Clarence Cobb.
Alternates list Ald. Ralph
Metcalfe, Aid. George Collins
William Hawley, Frank Sum-
mers of East St. Louis, William one delegate and four alter.
Shannon, Earl Strayhorn, and nates. The celegate is Gran(
William Harris. Hawkins, and the alternates
Michigan's Negro delegation l are Mrs. Jessie Mitchelll, Henry
Walker, Mrs. Marguerite E.
Graves, and Mrs. Henry C.
Gibson.
New York delegates are Ivan
Walker, Lloyd E. Dickens,
Albert Murray, and Martin P.
Carter. Delegates-zt-large dare
Edward Dudley, J. Raymond
Jones, Delmar Mitchell, a n d
Cong. Adam Clayton Powell.
ls led by Cong. Charles Diggs
Jr. Others include Mrs. Mary
Belle Stallbags, Alex Fuller,
Nelson Jack Edward, Alphonso
Harper, Mercedes Williughby,
John Burton, Ethel Terrell
Raymond Murphy, Prince
Moon, Richard Austin, Horace
Sheffield, Hazel Smith, and
John Latter.
Indiar.a sent five Negroes
be reunited, to welcome the per-
secuted and .ippressed, and to
eliminate the disci:minatory
provisions Which base admission
upon national or'g.ns.
We will support legislation to
carry fol ward the progress al-
ready made toward full equality
Of opportunity for women as NIV
well as men.
, We will strive to eliminate
discrimination against older
Americans, especially in their
employment.
Endir,-; discrimination based
on race, age, sex, or national
origin demanis not only equal
opportunity but the opportunity
to be equal. We are concerned
not only with people's right to
be free, but also with their abil-
ity to use their freedom.
We will:
—Carry the war on poverty
forward as a total war against










Autos For Sale Help Wanted For Sale Misc.
53 BUICK Fon SALL In good con-1 200 QUATTrY SlivETS, it* envelopes
Bargam for Cash. 3.57.0557
Miss. Dems. music played by a trio in the
$3,000 for each hous•
50-150 iots
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. The Rev. Brian Bird, 60, an ;Hoar Car lin•s•Call day or night
946-5052
(UPI) — Rep. Adam Clayton expert on dixieland jazz, will  
campaign will mark the third Powell, D-N.Y., denounced two marry the couple and the
Mississippi senators and a con-Bishop of Colchester, the Rt.
gressman, all fellow Democrats,,Rev. Frederick Narborough,
as "the number one hoodlums 68. who plays the drums in a
of this nation." jazz band at a local pub, will
Labor Day weekend, W. C. juries in Tennessee. Speaking at a civil rights ral-,give the blessing.
Bauer Southern Bell vice Previous campaigns. held ly sponsored by the NAACP °li r
over the Memorial Day and the eve of the Democratic Na-
tional Convention, the Negro
congressman used the term to
attack Sens. James 0. EasUand
and John Stennis and Rep. John
tember 4, and keep them on company personnel were re- Bell Williams.
while driving until Tuesday ported. Powell said his Harlem dig-
morning, September 8. This In addition to keeping car '7-Jet had produced some hood-
will serve as a reminder to all lights on, employees will lums but nothing to match the
drivers to drive safely. !again be asked to observe five kind Mississippi sends to Con-
The Labor Day "Lights On" common sense rules of the 5,ress.
- — road which are: The speakers at the rally.
Do not exceed the posted said that the election of Repub-1




Cash In A Flash
Got a home you want to sell.
an apartment you want to rent,
or a ear for sale? Do you need
a job?
The Tri-State Defender can
put the buyer in your lap in
almost nothing flat.
It matters not what you want,
to seu, the Tri-State Defender'
ran help you convert the mer:
Ctiandne into cold, green cash
For a special time, the Tri-
State Defencer Is offering a
service to persons who want to
sell goods or ser‘ices through
want ads.
The minimum price is $0
cents for two lines a week.
Take advantage of the TSD's
reduced rates by calling Mrs.
Velma Hal at 526-8397 or 526-
8398.
time this year that Southern
Bell employees have joined
forces in a state-wide effort
to curb traffic deaths and in-
Fourth of July holiday week-
ends, were extremely success-
ful as no traffic fatalities or
serious accidents involving
Drive according to weather President would nullify Negroconditions,
Yield the right-of-way evenl gains resulting from passage of -
though the other fellow is Ithe Civil Rights Law.
dead wrong.
If you drink — don't drive. Returned Male
Give pedestrians a brake,
The "Light the Way for
Highway Safety" campaign
has been endorsed by indus-
trial firms and trucking lines
across the state and is sup-
ported by major insurance











Banks, members of this asso-
ciation, will not, be open for





(UPI) — A prisoner who es-
caped from a Dartmoor prison
work party and tried to thumb
a ride away from the jail was
returned to his cell by the
off-duty wardcn who stopped






Solve Your Problems '
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan














ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender deliveredto your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS




Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mother's name






We reaffirm our belief that
lawless disregard for the rights
of others is wrong — whether
used to deny equal rights or
to obtain equal rights.
We cannot and will not toter-
at. lawlessnesi. We can and will
seek to eliminate its economic
and social causes.
True democracy of opportu-
nity will not be served by estab-
lishing quotas based on the
same false distiactions we seek
to erase, nor can the effects
of prejudice be neutralized by
the expedient of preferential
practices.
THRE& GRAVES for sate at Newing in the Meni his ma! I et Pail Cemetery. Regular: 5535.00:
We pay 25 per cent and 30 s511:121.7: 6,14.35.1.M. Cash or Terms. Call
- per cunt Confloct 
tsaGritisstontl. E. RXERIGERATOR. full with







"J. W. EDWARD" .
with your name. add eat. zip code
beautifully printed. send only 53 Pay
mailman small protege. State title If
desired Mr. Miss. Rev., Or.. etc. Also
business. church. club, bible school
Same may be substituted full line.
Mall to PRINTERY, BOX D11.
Soulthrldan, Mums.
•FH c otTw .sai Comprehensive Ency-
clpedia, a complete one-volume IV
bray, 18 reference vrotks all In ont
gin nt book. only 549.511. Easy Termo.S and 5 ,Irsibtaitel) Write or call Volume Libtary 17043
•Wdlili.d to 9,41 iotail ad Lamar. Tel. 272-2320.v,-1!!s
ifiE TRI STATE ne.lifit/ER carroN PICKING HOS for sale, rentor tease. Call ptia.gosi
236 South Well.ngton Sheet DUPLEX ACT. FoR SAI.B
1539 Marblewood in Hollywood area.lviamplas. Tenn.
rvrisrs DESIRE MR
Young women who have Just fin.
bus, class desire office work
ROPER OAR RAMIE, staggered burs bookkeeping or filing. Call day
erns, double oven. Good 00ndition. or night. 308.31431
527.0878
WANTED1953 HOICK RoAliStASi'KR VS. Inlgood. condition, bargain, for cash.
357-9557 or 307•288 
.hdcble sPidience salesmen to needleI the best smut nee Including CruelCl
Instructions cad Roy Adams, 445.115b.1 1128 Union Avenue.
Now Too Can Marter
8101111' RANO
la 10 Days
es. you cannot fail to tears
shortened the Quietirite may, It
doesn't matter If you've tried
other ass ten,, beforo and given
sp. This Pill -1a..1'1,11 trireme
suansetees yawn learn ire to 120
aorli•-per-olinute of oulekrIte
‘tiorthand In 10 sop, !sub about
other rouses. Free catalog. %%rite
or phone 272-2320.
, UNITED 110117,11SG SCR% 1111
P.O. Ben I 1305
5Ieniphls, iron. Dept. T. D.
'Help Wanted
, MEN URGENTLY NEEDED TO
, SERVICE AND INsTALL Alit C1,71-
1DITIONI71G AND ItEkltilli ERATO IN
estItIli•MIENT. 'I RAIN SPARE TIME, WoRKING 1IN At AI. a:gum.memr. minx, TEhrERS FURNisli-IED UNDER EAsY CAY.AS-loc-tio
I PLAN. MUST HAVE GOOD El E.
11411111T. Will I E COM SI CID 151,
ITRADES. ti. ROX 1011, MEW-
' PHIS OR CALL JA 11-5391.
-
PRI N rims WANTED
(Male and Female)
Linotype opetatims, proof.'
readers and doormen. Only ex
perienced personnel shouln an
oly, Write, Personnel Pert. c o!
Chica") Defender, 2400 S.
Michig,a,. Ave., Chicago 6061,1
Illinois.
Need six educated ladles for pt. time
work. Average 112 to $4 per hr. Car
nec., call between 9 A.M. and noon.
274-9810
TYPISTS DEsiltE—JOB
Young women who have lust fin, bus.
clans denire office work. bookkeeping in
filing. Call day or night, 308.2051
WANTED. TSSO TEAcilERS he earn
WO or more per week la educational
WIII sot Interfere with school
work.






Fish All Day for 50e
Horse Back Riding
$1.50 an hour — 20 mm. 50c
Horse Bac': Riding In The
Ring for Children — 10c
Miniature Golf Course




Hudson and Hilda Barbee
Owners and Managers
5108 Horn Lake Road
398 1008
G.I, 51.00 down, good income property.
Easily rented, 5,85110. 62-2015
111),CK 1353 ROAINEALIEK VS
Excellent Condition, 357.9557 710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
Call 357-2824 after 6:30 P.M. $50.00 a month apply 726
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside
Apts. For Rent
FOR RENT
To Single or Couple, Front
Rooni Modern Horne, Private
E"trunce, XItchet, Privilege.
Convenient to Bus Line.
Lovely Neighborhood within
The Pork wiry. Coll after 6 P
948-9600
HOUSES FOR RENT
647-53 South Wellington St.
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
$3200 per month
Call BR 2-2115
G.& FRIG., full, witreezer. Xlnt.





Ferice Salesmen Wonted Full
or Parr Time, No Experience
Necessary We will train. Must
be Neut. For appointment call
398-1189 from 9 P.M. to 5 P.M.
ATHAWS
LOAN UFFICE
HELP WANTED: Young man
between age. 18 and 25 who
would like career in advertising
or promotion field. Field offer,
good pay, easy work and
good hours phis for applicant,
who oils iffy High school gradu•
ate. moat have car, moot he
willing to learn. able to start
Immediately and able to support
self while In training. Call 275-
4989 for Inter. nr
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGA
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 REAL STRUT JA 6-5300
FOR RENT
848 POPULAR
Two Bedioonis, Living Room,
Dining Room, Bath& Kitchen.
APARTMENT
Heat and Water Furnished.
Must have reference. Apply
Apartment 19. Joe Branch.
HOUSE FOR RENT
For Rent By owner





Can be used for a Two Family
Nous or. No Children, Call
942-2784 or WH 8-3622. Shown




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale




You Can Earn Cash By Selling
Thp Tri-State Defender
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St. A
TELL IT TO THE WORLICIO WITH
•
•
•
•
•
